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The performance of the meat products industry, the largest food processing

sector in the U.S. in terms of shipment value, is an important issue. A key indicator

of its performance is productivity growth, which results in reduction in the cost of

production at given input prices. The present study employs a general econometric

model to analyze the technology structure and productivity change in the U.S. meat

products industry at the SIC 4-digit level, allowing for short-run fixity of capital

and non-competitive behavior in the output market.

Empirical results suggest that the rate of productivity growth, both in the short

run and in the long run, exhibited a generally declining trend over the study period.

Specifically, from 1973 to 1994, the absolute value of the short-run dual rate of

productivity growth dropped from 0.791% to 0.278%, 1.114% to 0.506%, 0.982%

to 0.491%, and 1.117% to 0.560% in SIC 2011, SIC 2013, SIC 2016, and SIC

2017, respectively. Similarly, from 1973 to 1994, these four subsectors
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experienced a decrease in the absolute value of the long-run dual rate of

productivity growth from 0.920% to 0.193%, 1.226% to 0.409%, 1.201% to

0.411%, and 1.3 13% to 0.55 1%, respectively. In all four subsectors. the short-run

technological change has been labor-saving and material-using. The long-run one

has been material-saving and capital-using in all four subsectors, and labor-using in

SIC 2011 but typically labor-saving in all the other three subsectors. There is no

significant market power in the output market of the meat products industry.
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Technology Structure and Productivity Change in the U.S. Meat Products
industry

Chapter 1: Introduction

The meat products industry is the largest food processing sector in the U.S. in

terms of shipments value. It also has linkages with the farm animal feeding sector

because it is the principal buyer of slaughter animals, and with the distribution

sector as a supplier of consumption goods. Hence, the performance of the meat

products industry is a very important issue. A key indicator of an industrvs

performance is productivity growth, which is defined as the percentage change in

the ratio of aggregate outputs to aggregate inputs. Productivity growth can be

achieved, among other ways, through improvements in the state of technology. An

important benefit of productivity growth is that it reduces the cost of production at

given input prices.

The U.S. meat products industry has undergone numerous transformations

such as the introduction of new processing, packaging, and marketing technologies.

increases in the demand for more highly processed products, greater awareness of

nutrition and health, and changes in relative input prices. These factors have led to

significant structural changes affecting productivity growth in the meat products

industry. In addition, some researchers have found that increasing environmental



regulations in the U.S. since the l970's have had negative effects on productivity

growth in several manufacturing sectors. It is important. therefore, to investigate

the effects of pollution abatement expenditure on productivity growth in the meat

industry.

Moreover, the U.S. meat products industry has become increasingly

concentrated. This has prompted inquiries into the potential for exercising

monopoly power, the presence of excess capacity, and the efficiency of large firms.

In order to analyze the characteristics of production and market structure in the

U.S. meat products industry, I develop below a general model of processing cost

and demand. The model distinguishes between short-run and long-run equilibria

by recognizing the quasi-fixity of some inputs, and incorporates the possibility of

non-competitive behavior in the output market. A flexible variable cost flmction is

specified which allows for non-homotheticity. variable elasticities of scale and

substitution, and neutral or factor-augmenting technical change. I estimate this

model using the following SIC 4-digit meat product data: SIC 2011: Meatpacking

Plants; SIC 2013: Sausages and Other Prepared Meats; SIC 2016: Poultry Dressing

Plants; and SIC 2017: Poultry and Egg Processing. With the econometric results, I

construct measures of technological change rates, productivity growth rates,

substitutability among labor, material, and capital inputs. rate of capacity

utilization, and the factor-augmenting biases of technical changes. I then draw

conclusions for the relative performance of the meat products industry.



Chapter 2: Profile of the U.S. Meat Products Industry

The meat products industry is one of the leading sectors in U.S. food

manufacturing. In order to provide an idea about how the meat products industry

has evolved during the 1973-1994 study period. I discuss here some of the

characteristics of each subsector. with particular attention to changes in the value of

shipments, in the prices of outputs and inputs, and in input cost shares. In the

second part of this chapter, concentration and scale issues in the meat products

industry are reviewed.

2.1 Characteristics of the U.S. Meat Products Industry

Table 2.1 and figure 2.1 show the evolution of the U.S. meat products industry

in terms of the real value of shipments from 1973 to 1994. The red meat packing

industry (SIC 2011), which consists primarily of beef, hog, and lamb packing, is

the largest subsector of the U.S. meat products. In 1994, it accounted for 51.41%

of total meat product shipment value, while sausage and other prepared meats (SIC

2013), poultry dressing (SIC 2016), and poultry and egg processing (SIC 2017)

contributed 20.65%, 21.61%, and 6.33%, respectively.



During the 1973-1994 period, the red meat packing industry exhibited a fairly

consistent declining trend in real shipment value. On the other hand. shipment

values in the other three subsectors increased slightly over the same period. These

trends may reflect an increasing demand for more highly processed products. as

well as a rising health-related demand for white meats.

Shipment prices are presented in table 2.2. As prices are expressed in index

form and equal one in base year 1994 in each subs ector. it is not appropriate to

compare prices across subsectors. However, it still is meaningful to examine

changes in shipment price over time within a given subsec:. nd it is clear that

shipment price has trended downward in each. From 1973 io 1994, the price index

decreased from 1.62. 1.66. 2.32, and 2.16 in the respective four subsectors to unity.

The downward trend was faster in the poultry industries (SIC 2016 and 2017) than

in the red meat industies (SIC 2011 and 2013).

The disaggregation of total cost into labor, materials. ad capital indicates that

the meat products industry is material intensive. Looking at table 2.3. we notice

that, as an annual average, the share of materials has been fl)O%, 82.17%.

79.85%, and 79.82% in the four respective subsectors. Labor cost shares have

averaged only 5.61%, 11.06%, 12.54%, and 11.64%, and capital cost shares have

averaged only 4.3 9%, 6.77%, 7.60%, and 8.54%. Among all four subsectors, red

meat packing has been the most material intensive and the least labor and capital

intensive, while poultry dressing and poultry and egg processing have been the

least material intensive and the most labor and capital intensive. Materials consist

4



c

mainly of the Jive animals and of packaging materials, arid the material intensity of

the red meat packing reflects the high cost of cattle and hogs relative to poultry.

Over the study period, material cost shares have trended downward and capital cost

shares have trended upward. in red meat packing and in sausage and other

prepared meats, labor cost shares have fluctuated over the years, while in poultry

dressing and poultry and egg processing, labor cost shares have slightly increased.

Deflated labor, material, and capital prices are shown in table 2.4. Labor

prices are hourly wage rates. Similar to the shipment price index, material prices in

this study are measured in index form and are unity in the 1994 base year in each

subsector. Hence, it is not meaningful here to compare material prices across

sectors. The approach taken for constructing the capital rental prices assumes they

are the same in each subsector (sources and construction of prices and other

variables are discussed in Chapter 4). From 1973 to 1981, real labor and material

prices consistently decreased. From 1982 to the end of the study period, on the

other hand, real wages fluctuated slightly in red meat packing and in sausage and

other prepared meats, while they increased in poultry dressing and in poultry and

egg processing. Labor prices are higher in the red meat sectors than in the poultry

sectors. As an annual average, 1994-dollar hourly wage rates have been $1 1.13,

$11.71, $7.25, and $7.92 in the respective four subsectors. Since 1982, material

prices have tended to fluctuate over a slightly declining trend. The capital price

indexes rose sharply in 1975, declined through 1981, and climbed steadily after



that. The general decline in input prices in the early l97Os and early l980's was

consistent with the economic recession in those periods.

Table2.1. Real Value of Shipments in the U.S. Meat Products Industry

Note: Shipment values are in millions of 1994 dollars.

Year 2011 2013 2016 2017
1973 73063.19 14310.61 12037.51 2089.32
¶974 64938.5 13157.69 10362.38 1705.07
1975 64624.02 13571.91 10395.95 1754.27
1976 63822.6 13986.45 10550.28 1932.85
.1977 57942.62! 15717.26 10668.48 1590.4
1978,. 65783.86 16494.23 11765.72 1631.74
1979 66083.1 15040.15 11335.23 1849.32
I98Q 57620.18 14089.87 11015.99 1707.87
1,961 54761.54 13375.85 11112.16 1730.45

54017.15 14785.78 10895.66 1714.68
50885.93 14710.6 11380.35 2004.88

. 51441.99 14360.82 11733.87 2137.37
4985 49690.44 14486.34 12073.84 2147.78

1986 50967.18 16058.37 13544.55 2723.89
987 53350.57 19393.81 13513.91 3957.42

M4988. 53312.09 19437.72 14459.86 4234.49
1989 49945.65 18796.42 16835.92 4930.28

'4199O 52895.32 19451.22 16766.12 4909.8

'"1991 50984.04 18978.42 17351.62 5081.23
;1992 51836.65 20527.7 18886.81 5530.82
1993 53930.57 20969.09 19980.64 5851.19

1994 50443.7 20257.1 21205.2 6209.7
AnnualAverage 56470.04 16452.61 13539.64 3064.765



Table2.2 Deflated Shipment Price Indexes in the U.S. Meat Products
Industry

7

tndustry 2011 2013 2016 2017
1973. 161965 165913 2 31561 21598
1974 1 34451 1 34477 1 72742 1 65477
1975 143387 145722 182357 165544
i976. 1 23166 1 32426 16013 1 56069
i977 1.17976 1.21575 1.57549 1.4607
.1978 1.33963 1.36282 1.63265 1.44901

979 1.34503 1.2652 1.40799 1.30106
1980 1.16396 1.11422 1.26908 1.17054
1981. 1.0686 1.09516 1.16151 1.07783

t1982 1.08127 1.16145 1.0597 0.97984
1983 1.03131 1.08211 1,0841 1.00308
19&4 1.04965 1.05679 1.17742 1.08893

%1P85 0.99261 1.04309 1.1426 1.04843

11986.. 1.04134 1.11346 1.24775 1.1163
1.09803 1.12654 1.04982 1.04982

'1988 1.07987 1.03534 1.08191 1.08191
1.09526 0.99987 1.11833 1.11833
1.16389 1.07061 1.0274 1.0274

I991. . 1.10917 1.06839 0.99101 0.99101
92... 1.04514 1.01397 0.97162 0.97162

1.07467 1.01589 0.98483 0.98483
i994 1 1 1 1

Note: Shipment price is a deflated (1994 dollars index with 1994=1.



Figure2.1 Real Value of Shipments (Millions of 1994 Dollars) in the Four Subsectors
of U.S. Meat Products Industry

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

---SIC2O11

--SIC2013
-- S1C2016

-*-S102017



Table2.3. Labor, Material, and Capital Cost Shares in the U.S. Meat Products industry

Industry. 2Oi1, 2016 , 2017
Year SL SM SK SL SM SK SL SM SK SL SM SK
1973 005864 091984 002152 0.10885 0.8543 0.03685 0.10675 085064 0.0426 0.11611 0.82687 0.05702
1974- 006437 091301 002262 0.11539 0.84655 0.03806 0.11594 0.83899 0.04507 0.10859 0.82528 0.06613
1975 006341 089989 00367 0.11022 0.8293 0.06048 0.10597 0.81948 0.07455 0.1053 0.79454 0.10017
1976 0067071 089986

006933 08948
003307
003587

0.11247

0.11563

0.83461

0.83561

0.05293

0.04876

0.11332

0.11184

0.82309

0.8256

0.06359

0.06256

0.10197

0.1042

0.82118

0.80379

0.07685

0.092011977

1978 006021 091129 002849 0.10497 0.85121 0.04382 0.11148 0.833 0,05552 0.11268 0.80353 0.08379
1979 005821 091588 002592 0.10855 0.84556 0.0459 0.11356 0.83337 0.05308 0.10792 0.82393 0.06814
1980 006152 091001 002847 0.11303 0.83867 0.0483 0.11899 0.82692 0.05409 0.11192 0.81484 0.07325
1981 00597 090586 0,03444 0.11276 0.82799 0.05925 0.11528 0.82286 0.06185 0.10907 0.80561 0.08532
1982 005884 090131 003984 0.10702 0.83214 0.06084 0.1221 0.80493 0.07297 0.1187 0.78188 0.09942
1983 00576 089967 004274 0.10922 0.82663 0.06415 0.12006 0.80357 0.07637 0.11549 0.79844 0.08608
1984 005408 090001 004591 0.10771 0.81824 0.07406 0.11669 0.80221 0.08109 0.10768 0.7987 0.09362
1985 005495 089368 005137 0.11392 0.8045 0.08158 0.12628 0.78574 0.08798 0.11267 0.78695 0.10038
1986 005394 089486 00512 0.11278 0.8094 0.07781 0.13309 0.78211 0.0848 0.11862 0.79072 0.09066
1987 0 04835 0 9012 0 05045 0.10947 0.82065 0.06988 0.14067 0.769 0.09033 0.12763 0.80029 0.07208
1988 004806 090014 00518 0.11064 0.81498 0.07438 0.14047 0.76936 0.09017 0.12694 0.79753 0.07553
1989 004838 089389 005773 0.112 0.80453 0.08348 0.12915 0.78164 0.0892 0.11597 0.80517 0.07886
199O. 004544 08954 005916 0.10933 0.80143 0.08924 0.14007 0.76043 0.0995 0.12563 0.78232 0.09204

O.dTh'1991 .. 004879 088987 006135 0.11 0.79622 0.09378 0.14378 0.75573 0.10049 0.12851 O,77471
1992 004994 088735 006272 0.11155 0.79573 0.09272 0.14196 0.76155 0.09648 0.12646 0.77821 0.09533
1993 004961 089276 005763 0.10593 0.80419 0.08988 0.14512 0.76206 0.09282 0.12897 0.77685 0.09418
1994 005429 087891 00668 0.11188 0.78455 0.10357 014653 0.75578 0.09769 0.12991 0.76861 0.10148

AnnualAverege 005612 0899977 00439 0110605] 0821681 OC)67fl5 0125414 U98548 0076036 0116406 079818 005415



Table2.4. Deflated Labor, Material, and Capital Input Prices in the U.S. Meat Products Industry

I .UjOI

1.11073 0.42461

1 0.45696

1.186946 .0.329751 .11.70572 :1102476 0.329751..,c, . .....-AnnuaIAverage 11.12613

.4447 8.12027 0.95279

1 0.45696

8.03657

8.02692

0.4447 9.0302 0.95279 0.4447

,.i;179229 O329751 7.919255 1.181695 0,329757.249548

Note: Labor price is in 1994 dollars per hour; Material price is a deflated (1994 dollars) index with 1994=1.

1990 94428 1.19344 0.42954 11.1824 1.10994 0.42954 7.48383 1.01838 0.42954 8.31357 1.01838 0.42954
1991 ';
4

96101
,. F. 4 .4 4

1.15086
- F. .'. F. ,i

0.43185 11.3339
- - ,_ ,

1.07727
.

0.43185
-

7.77547 0.97725 0.43185 8.63614 0.97725 0.43185

Industry 2011 .2013 2016
Year WI Wm Pk WI Wm Pk WI Wm Pk WI Wm Pk
1973 133864 169029 023752 129312 1.38058 0.23752 7.4047 1.84031 0.23752 8.01588 1.83582 0.23752
1974 120903 1 31541 02115 120482 1.2 1188 0.2115 6.879 1.50581 0.2115 7.04259 1.48692 0.2 115
1975 12 1672 1 33563 033673 122832 1.28183 0.33673 6.7743 1.513570.33673 7.1907 1.52049 0.33673
1976 127512 1 1880 029012 12.553 1.15612 0.29012 7.0314 1.45953 0.29012 7,4002 1.42978 0.29012
1977 13.2119 112507 0 28361 12 7185 1.12013 0.28361 7.0261 1.3551 0.28361 7.60174 1.36445 0.28361
1978 , 129297 1 37258 025314 12 6429 1.22084 0.25314 7.0476 1.33351 0.25314 7.82725 1.37974 0.25314
1979 123689 1 45541 0.22816 118369 1.21249 0.22816 6.7365 1.23479 0.22816 7.09786 1.24763 0.22816
1980 116148 1 22642 021802 11 3447 1.08748 0.21802 6.3868 1.11391 0.21802 6.8544 1.14204 0.21802
1981

'

11391 1.10885 0.25056 11.0868 1.02445 0.25056 6.4182 1.06271 0.25056 6.70646 1.07611 0.25056
1982 112789 1.1348 0.28331 11.2172 1.03621 0.28331 6.6178 1.00628 0.28331 7.26732 1.01 537 0.28331
1983 109111 1.06297 0.29243 11. 1445 1.00392 0.29243 6.7576 1.04891 0.29243 7.49949 1.04592 0.29243
1984 105231 1.06239 0.3193 11.0413 1.01 991 0.3193 6.9833 1.1579 0.3193 7.48948 1.13841 0.3193
1985 105908 1.00505 0.34268 11.2253 0.99186 0.34268 7.198 13 1.06486 0.34268 8.01576 1.06877 0.34268
1986 107903 1.06968 0.35419 11.6911 1.03355 0.35419 7.70455 1.16719 0.35419 8.67083 1.16719 0.35419
1987 106627 1.16577 0.37455 11.8423 1.07585 0.37455 7.75261 0.98288 0.37455 8.63402 0.98288 0.37455
1988 10219 1.1364 0.38606 11.4678 1.06322 0.38606 7.71808 1.04505 0.38606 8.58688 1.04505 0.38606
1989 96621 1.11691 0.40499 11.3106 1.06426 0.40499 7,61033 1.10464 0.40499 8.43754 1.10464 0.40499

1 0.45696 8.94856 1 0.45696

11.465

11.5567

1.05017 0.42461 0.99767 0.42461 8.95674 0.99767 0.42461



2.2 Market Concentration and Scale

Trends in number of plants and shipment values per plant are shown in table

2.5. These data are based on the Bureau of Census 1987 Standard Industrial

Classification (SIC) definitions, while the dataset used in the present study is based

on the 1972 SIC definitions. The only difference between these two definition sets

in the meat products industry is that SIC 2015 in the new categories is the sum of

SIC 2016 and 2017 in the old categories.

As table 2.5 shows, the number of red meat packing plants declined from 2590

in 1977 to 1387 in 1992, and the number of sausage and other prepared meats

plants declined from 1345 in 1977 to 1264 in 1992. The number of plants in the

poultry dressing and processing subsector declined from 599 in 1977 to 463 in

1987, then increased to 591 in 1992. Although numbers of plants generally have

decreased over the past three decades, shipment values per plant have increased

continuously.

Rather high degrees of concentration in the U.S. meat products industry are

reflected in the distributions of shipment values across employment size groups.

The largest plants account for a large proportion of the total shipment value. Table

2.6 indicates that, in 1992, plants with more than 500 employees accounted for

70.0%, 16.3%, and 69.5% of total shipment value in SIC 2011,2013, and 2015,

respectively, while they represented only 4.0%, 1.1%, and 26.2% of total number

of plants in these subsectors. Table 2.6 also reveals that the red meat packing and

11



Source: U.S. Bureau of Census (1992), Census of Manufactures, Industry Series,
Meat Products Industries 2011, 2013, and 2015. Department of
Commerce.
(http :i/www.census.gov/prodl 1 /manminl92mmi/mci2oaf.pdt)

Note: N represents the number of establishments. YPy/N stands for value of
shipments per plant, and is in millions of 1994 dollars.
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sausage and other prepared meats subsectors are characterized by quite a large

number of small establishments. Plants with fewer than 50 employees represented

about 82.1% and 69.3% of the total number of plants in these two subsectors in

1992. On the other hand, medium to large plants (those with more than 50

employees) represented 61.9% of the number of plants in poultry dressing and

processing sector in that year.

Table2.5. Number of Plants and Value of Shipments per Plant

industry 2011 2013 .2015
Year N YPy/N N YPy/N N YPy/N

'1977 2590 2237167 1345 11.6857 599 20.46558
.1982, 1780 3034671 1311 11.27825 532 23.70365

987 1434 3766886 1343 11.00952 463 27.23616
1992 1387 3737322 1264 16.24027 591 41.31579



TabIe2.6. Market Concentration in the U.S. Meat Products Industry, 1992

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census (1992), census of Manufactures, Industiy Series, Meat Products Industries 2011, 2013, and
2015. Department of Commerce.
(http://www.census.gov/prod/ I /rnanm in/92mm i/rnci20af.pdf)

Note: 1) Shipment values are in millions of 1992 dollars;
2) D indicates withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual plants.

Industry . ,2011 ,.., 2Q13 2015
Employment
Size Groups

Plants Value of Shipments Plants Value of Shipments Plants Value of Shipments
(number) (%) (million) (%) (number)

I (%) (million) I (%) (number) I (%) (million) I (%)
ito4 519 3741889 2247 0445529 271 21.43987 84.7 0.424083 85 14.3824 21.1 0088816
5to9 256 184571 3034 0601574 189 14.95253 188 0.941294 36 6.091371 36.4 0.153217

lOtolø 181 1304975 4977 0986826 181 14.31962 411.9 2.062336 38 6.42978 71 0.298858
20to49 183 1319394 12156 241026 235 18.59177 1532.5 7.67305 66 11.16751 443 1.864706
501099 84 6056236 20342 4.033358 150 11.86709 2253.5 11.28301 42 7.106599 505.7 2.128627

100to249 69 4974766 53636 10.6348 148 11.70886 6247.7 31.28151 82 13.87479 1955.8 8.232486
25010499 35 2523432 54736 10.85291 71 5.617089 5996.9 30.02579 87 14.72081 4216.6 17.7488
500to 999 20 1441961 53008 10.51029 15 1.186709 3257.3 16.30892 101 17.08968 8287.5 34.88431

1000to2499 36 259553 300208 59.52445 4 0.316456 D D 54 9.137056 8220 3460018
above 2500 4 0288392 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

total 1387 100 50434.4 100 1264 100 19972.5 100 591 .100 23757,1 10O



Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework and Econometric Model

Productivity is a measure of efficiency with which factors are utilized in

production. Most discussions of productivity in the meat processing industry and

in other food processing industries are based on partial measures of productivity,

particularly labor productivity. But the latter measure is losing its popularity as it

does not identify the specific contribution of one input alone. Total factor

productivity has emerged as an alternative to a partial productivity measure because

it offers a more accurate and complete accounting of the factors used in production

and thus fluctuates less widely than does the partial productivity statistic (Levitan

and Werneke, 1984). Total Factor Productivity (TFP) is the ratio ofan aggregate

output index over an aggregate input index. Theoretically, there are primal and

dual measures of TFF growth derived from production and cost function.

Empirically, different approaches have been used to measure TFP. In the present

study, a flexible dual cost function - the Generalized Leontief functional form -

is used to represent th productive process. Parametric approaches are then

employed to evaluate TFP growth in the U.S. meat processing industry.

The first section of this chapter will review the literature on productivity

growth in meat and other food processing, examining both partial and total

productivity measures. Then, two theoretical measures of TFP growth are

14



discussed, followed by several different empirical approaches. Finally, an

econometric model to evaluate productivity growth in the U.S. meat processing

industry is presented.

3.1 Literature Review

Several studies have examined productivity growth in the U.S. food

processing sector as a whole, while others have analyzed a specific industry in the

food sector, including the meat processing industry. However, most of these,

except Morrison (1997), have not recognized the important quasi-fixed nature of

capital.

3.1.1 Meat Products Industry

Meat products industry (SIC2O1) is the largest food processing industry in the

U.S. in terms of shipment value. The increasing importance of this industry, and

apparently significant industry-level structural changes, have drawn economists'

attention.

Most studies have been focused on measuring market power in the meat

industry (Arnould 1971; Schroeter 1988; Schroeter and Azzam 1990; Azzam and

15
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Pagoulatos 1990). Another set of studies has examined structural changes in factor

input demands (Ball and Chambers 1982; Melton and Huffman 1995).

Only three studies, in particular. have addressed productivity growth in the

U.S. meat industry. Cames (1984) computed a partial measure, specifically labor

productivity, and concluded that during 1967-82, productivity showed an average

annual gain of 2.8%.1 This productivity growth resulted from an annual output

increase of 2.2% and a decline in employee hours of 0.6%. It was explained that

productivity had been boosted by industry restructuring brought on by the

introduction of boxed beef and increases in capital expenditures per employee. Ball

and Chambers (1982) studied TFP by estimating an equation system associated

with the generalized transcendental logarithmic (trans-log) cost function, including

derived input share functions. The analysis showed that the rate of technical

progress was negative during the 1970-76 period, signifying technological

regression. Two possible explanations were provided for this somewhat

implausible result. First, it may come from the adoption of newer tecimology and

the failure of the industry to "grow" into this technology. Second, scale effects

may have been confounded with technical change in estimation. In Ball and

Chambers, capital input was treated the same as all other inputs, and the importance

of the quasi-fixed nature of capital was not recognized. Yadav, Cramer, and Wailes

Labor productivity is the index of output per employee hour. It measures changes in the relation
between the output of an industry and employee hours expended on that output. An index of output
per employee hour is derived by dividing an index of output by an index of industry employee
hours (Cames 1984).
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(1997) provided an estimate of TFP in the meat processing industry as a part of

their food processing sector analysis, using the Theil-Tornqvist index in a growth

accounting approach. Their results showed that the meat processing industry

experienced an average annual productivity growth of 0.579% during the 1958-91

period, and 1.181%. 0.551%. and -0.017% during the 1958-69. 1970-79, and 1980-

91 subperiods. respectively.

3.1.2 Other Industries in the Food Processing Sector

Table 3.1 summarizes studies that have examined partial productivity growth

rates in specific industries within the food processing sector. All these studies

investigated labor productivity growth the growth of output per employee hour.

Results show that all industries, except prepared fish and seafood, experienced

positive productivity growth during the study period.
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Table3.1. Studies of Labor Productivity Growth in Specific Industries within
the U.S. Food Processing Sector

Author Industry Study
Period

Average Annual
Productivity
Growth Rate

Dumas Prepared fish 1972-1990 1972-90 -0.9%
(1992) and seafood 1986-90 -1.5%
Urisko Grain milling 1963-1975 1963-75 3.6%
(1977) 1970-75 3.3%

Persigehi Fluid milk 1958-1977 1958-77 4.0%
arid York 1958-65 3.1%

(1979) 1965-72 5.3%
1972-77 2.3%

Curtin Natural and 1972-1990 1972-90 2.3%
(1993) processed 1972-79 1.0%

cheese 1979-90 3.1%
Huffstutler Bakery 1947-1971 1947-71 2.3%
and Riche products 1947-60 1.5%

(1972) 1960-71 3.0%
Adelman

and Ardolini
(1970)

Soft drinks 1958-1968 1958-68 4.4%



3.1.3 Food Processing Sector

The food and kindred products industry (SIC 20), which produced nearly 13%

of the total shipment value in the U.S. manufacturing sector and employed over 1.5

million of workers in 1994 (Industrial Outlook 1994, Bureau of Census). is the

second largest manufacturing sector in the country. It has been responsive to new

technologies for processing, packaging, and marketing and has undergone structural

changes.

Studies by Huang (1991) and Goodwin and Brester (1995). while ignoring

productivity growth, have contributed to the literature on factor demand

relationships in the food processing industry. Both of these studies employed a

translog cost function and the derived input cost share equations, so that factor

demands were expressed in terms of the estimated cost function. They both found

that all production factors were substitutable.

Other studies, such as Heien (1983), Yadav, Cramer, and Wailes (1998), and

Morrison (1997), have analyzed total factor productivity growth in U.S. food

processing. As the approaches for measuring productivity and time periods of

analysis differ across studies, little consensus on the degree of productivity has

been reached. Summaries of these studies are given in table 3.2.
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Table3.2. Studies of Productivity Growth in the US. Food Processing Sector

Author Productivity measure Study
Period

Average Annual Productivity
Growth Rate

Explanations and Conclusions

Heien Growth accounting 1950- 1950-77 0.007% Causes of drop in 1972-77:
(1983) approach: TFP was 1977 1. Higher energy costs

measured using Theil- 1950-72 0.074% 2. Increase in environmental and safety
Tornqvist index of
total outputs and
inputs (capital not
included)

1972-77 -0.418% regulations
3. Erratic monetary and liscal policy resulting in

fluctuations in income and demand

Yadav,
Cramer,

Growth accounting
approach: TFP was

1958-
1991

1958-91 0.691% Reasons for lower TFP growth rate than in other
manufacturing sectors:

Wailes measured using Theil- 1958-69 0.705% low rate of technological change, which can be
(1997) Tornqvist index of 1970-79 0.810% approximated by R&D expenditures.

total outputs and
inputs (capital
included)

1980-9 1 0.444%

Morriso Econometric 1965- Period Primal side Cost side Conclusions:
n approach: a 1991 1. Little productivity growth can be attributed to

(1997) Generalized Leontief
variable cost function

1965-91 0.785% 0.734% either fixities or scale economies, partly due
to small capital shares.

which allows for 1965-72 1.802% 1.008% 2. Labor growth is negative and cannot explain
capital adjustment,
scale economies is

1972-77
1977-82

0.526%
2.188%

0.49%
2.096%

output growth
3. Materials are an important driving force for

estimated. I 982-87 0.547% 0.514% TFP growth due to their large cost share and a
1987-91 0.142% 0.13% materials-using scale bias.



3.2 Theoretical Framework

Productivity growth can be explained by differences in productive efficiency,

scale efficiency, and the state of technology over time (p.50. Antle and Capaibo,

1988). Technological change can be realized in two ways: (i) through disembodied

technological change, which refers to improved methods of utilizing existing

resources so that a higher output rate per unit of input is obtained: and (ii) through

embodied technological change, which represents the increase in output brought

about by the introduction of new inputs and the increase in quality of inputs (p.33.

Antle and Capalbo. 1988).

In recent research, the principal measure of productivity growth is total factor

productivity, which is the decrease in total costs or increase in total outputs from an

increase in the state of technology (usually approximated by time trend t) after

accounting for the changes in all other variables (Morrison, 1986).

3.2.1 Measurement of Technological Change
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3.2.1.1 Primal Measure

Let the single-output production technology be represented by the aggregated



production function

Y=f(X,t) (3.1)

where Y = total output. X a vector of inputs, and t = a proxy of the state of

technology.

Assuming efficient production, the primal rate of technological change can be

derived by taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation (3.1) and

differentiating with respect to time (p.35. Antle and Capalbo. 1988):

dx,
âV1 di j

where is the marginal product of X1and In f
- represents the primal

measure of technological change.

If perfect competition in output and input markets and profit maximization are

assumed, so that output price equals marginal cost (P MC, where P is the output

price) and input price equal their value marginal products (W1 = P , where
cxi

W is the price of input i), the primal measure of technological change can be

rewritten as:
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infi[ £ dX1

a di'



(9 In f din V 1
(f i1

I

dt dt

dlnY dlnX,
dt ' cit

where S is the factor cost share in total revenue. This tells us that, underI py

the assumption of constant returns to scale and perfect competition. the primal rate

of technological change can be expressed as total output growth less revenue-share-

weighted input growth.

When the constant returns to scale assumption is relaxed and the cost

minimization first order condition = ' is substituted into equation (3.3),
oX, (9C/T

ôinf dlnY -JVX1 dlnX1
= dt C dt

where s. = n
is the cost elasticity with respect to output and C = X, isamY

total cost. Equation (3.4) says that the primal measure of technological change is

the rate of change in output minus a scale-adjusted index of the rate of change in

inputs (p.35, Antle and Capalbo, 1988).

(3.3)
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3.2.1.2 Dual Measure

The dual cost or profit function can also be used to measure the rate of

technological change. The Shephard duality theorem states that technology may be

equivalently represented by a production function or a cost function, each satis'ing

certain regularity conditions (Diewert, 1971).

Assuming maximizing behavior, the cost function dual to a production

function can be defined as

C = h(Y.W.t) (3.5)

where C = WX, is total cost, W is a vector of input prices, and t represents the

state of technology.

Again, taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation (3.5) and

differentiating with respect to time gives the dual rate of technological change

(p.35. Antle and Capaibo, 1988).

dlnC l hdy1
dt dt

cSInh t9lnh dlnW1 c9lnh dY+ ,+a ô1nJ dt ÔY dt

where
9 In h

is the dual rate of technological change obtained from a cost

function.
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Using Shephard's lemma and assuming perfect competition in input markets,

(TC(Y,W,t) c9lnC C c9lnC W1X1we have X1 = , so that = . Noting that
InW W 1nW, C

W,X TVX.
S. = / = / under constant returns to scale. equation (3.6) can be written as:

I py C

1nh dinC 691nh dlnW, c9lnh dY
5Ci= =

dt 'lnW, cIt dY dt

dinC -,WX1dln ?JnhdY

di' ' C di' c'Y di'

1nC.Substituting s. = into equation (3.7), which allows the relaxation of the
din V

constant returns to scale assumption, gives the following expression for SC1,

dlnC vW1X1 dln dinY
Ci dt 4d C dt 5CY

di'

Equation (3.8) tells us that the dual rate of technological change equals the rate of

change of total cost minus an index of the rate of change in factor prices minus a

scale effect (p.36. Antle and Capalbo, 1988). Under constant returns to scale

= 1, equation (3.8) becomes

dlnC W,X1 dlnW, dlnY
5Ci

di' C dt di'

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.8')
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3.2.1.3 Relationship Between the Primal and Dual Measures

To find the relationship between the primal and dual measures of

technological change, the natural log of total cost C W,X1 is totally

differentiated with respect to time (p.36. Antle and Capalbo, 1988),

dlnC WX, dlnW1 dlnX1
di' , C dt C dt

Combining equations (3.4), (3.8), and (3.9), it follows that the relationship between

the primal and dual measures is:

ôlnC 1lnC cln/
a LlnY1 a

or equivalently, -60 = * si,. (3.10)

So, it has been shown that the primal and the negative of the dual rates of

technological change are equal if and only if the technology is constant returns to

scale (p.36. Antle and Capalbo, 1988).

3.2.2 Short-run Equilibrium

In section (3.2.1), the rate of technological change has been derived under the

assumption that all inputs are instantaneously adjustable to their long-run

equilibrium levels. That is, the observed prices of inputs always reflect their

26
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marginal contributions to production (Morrison. 1992). However, in the short run,

firms may not be able to instantaneously adjust some of the inputs, such as plant

and equipment. due to their quasi-fixed nature. As the meat processing industry is

a comparatively capital-intensive sector, the measure of technological change

should be corrected to take short-run equilibrium into account. Hence, an

alternative framework which distinguishes between quasi-fixed and other inputs in

short-run equilibrium must be developed.

3.2.2.1 Dual Cost-side Model

Assuming capital is the only quasi-fixed input in production, the variable cost

function representing minimum variable costs given Y. W, and K can be defined as:

VC=G(Y,W,K,t) (3.11)

where K is the current level of capital, fixed in the short-run but variable in the

long-run (Morrison, 1986). Short-run total cost is variable plus fixed costs:

C = G(Y, W, K, t) + PkK (3.12)

where k is the market rental price of capital (Morrison, 1986).

In the short run, Lau (1976) has shown that capital's shadow price Zk equals

the negative of the partial derivative of G with respect to K (Zk = - / /9K). The



shadow cost function is the total cost function with the contribution of capital

valued at its shadow price Zk rather than at its market price k (Morrison. 1985).

C G(Y, W, K, t) + ZkK (3.13)

The logarithmic total differential of equation (3.12) with respect to t yields

(Morrison. 1986. Park and Kwon, 1994)

dlnC
dtC

clG dY 6TG dW dK dK dP1I +
ciY dt cW cit (2K cit dt cit

1 cG 1 !C cilnC I ciG 1 C cilnC .AsCa Ca a C' CciY ciY

Zk = - / ciK and X = / rearranging the above equation gives the dual

rate of technological change &(/', where F represents that there is a quasi-fixed

factor:

p cilnC a1C I
SC! = a

dlnC W,Xd1nW cilnCdlnY (PkZk)KdlnK PkKdlnPk
cit C dt ci in Y dt C dt C dt

(3.14)

cilnC (PkZk)KNow, let us define 5CK
= ci ln K = C

, and short-run cost elasticity

s cilnC1with respect to output . Following Morrison (1992),=

S L L

= e (1 - cK) With long-run constant returns to scale = 1, so that

= 1 - 5CK equation (3.14) can be rewritten as:
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j-; dlnC WX1 dlnW, \dlnY dlnK PkK dlnPk= V els s
dt C cit

'. CK / dt dt C cit

(3.15)

Comparing in equation (3.15) and se., in equation (3.8') gives (Morrison.

1992)

where the last term is the bias correction for quasi-fixed capital. The bias depends

on the growth rates of both output and quasi-fixed capital weighted by 8(K In the

long run. = 0 since capital has adjusted fully and the shadow price is equal to

the market rental price of capital, so s.' and s, will equal one another.

3.2.2.2 Relationship Between Dual and Primal Measures in Short Run

In order to derive the relationship between the dual rate of technological

change s, F
and primal rate of technological change F let there be a short-run

production function dual to the short-run cost function

Y=F(X,K,t) (3.17)
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cit dt
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Taking the natural logarithmic total differential of both sides of equation (3.17)

with respect to time gives

dlnYôlnFdid oF cLv, OF dK
±

OX1 cit OK dt

0 In Fwhere e/ = is the primal rate of technological change.a

Substituting the cost minimization first order conditions
aF

and
cX1 7/cY

OF Zk . OlnC,
= into equation (2.1 8), using s = K-K

and rearranging
OK /OY amY

yields:

(3.18)

dinY6, = ecy Jdi

çWiXi dlnX, ZkKdlnK
'7C di C di'

Following Ohta (1975), since C = + PkK, total logarithmic

differentiation of cost with respect to time can be represented as (Morrison. 1986):

dlnC W,X,dln WXdlnX,PkKdlnPkPkKdlnK
(3.20)

dt = C di C dt C di C dt

Another expression fdr can be obtained by substituting equation (3.20) into

equation (3.15) (Morrison, 1986),
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(3.19)

W,X,dlnX. ZkKdlnK cdlnY
Sc! 1+ S

C di C dt CY dt

This expression is in fact the conventional residual under short-run equilibrium

calculated as the difference between a scale-adjusted change in output and the

(3.21)



s_l_ C(PKZK)K
scy - -

C
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share-weighted sum of changes in inputs, where the quasi-fixed capital is evaluated

at its shadow price Zk.

Comparing equations (3.19) and (3.21), we can see that S(j' and s are

related as following:

- = $ *
(3.22)

3.2.2.3 Capacity Utilization

Under short-run equilibrium, the industry may not be operating at the optimal

level of quasi-fixed capital. Hence, capacity utilization (CU) may vary. Capital

inputs may be underutilized or overutilized, depending on the level of CU.

Following Morrison (1986), the cost-side capacity utilization measure can be

defined as:

C VC+PK (3.23)

t9lnC (PkZk)KRecalling cK = = and =1 - under long-run constantôlnK C

returns to scale,

=CU (3.24)



dual measure of technological change with CU (Morrison, 1986),

s, ' X, d in Zk K d ln K d In Y
'

CU c dt di

3.2.3 Approaches for Measuring Productivity

Productivity measurement must be based on an appropriate representation of

the production technology. Approaches for measuring productivity are classified

into three categories: 1) the growth accounting approach; 2) the distance function

approach; and 3) the econometric approach.

3.2.3.1 Growth Accounting Approach

C

(3.25)

The growth accounting approach is based in the idea that, given technological
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When CU deviates from unity, it means firms cannot adjust capital input to the

optimal level because of its fixity in the short run and firms have to evaluate capital

at its shadow price instead of its market rental price. Dividing both sides of

equation (3.21) by (1 - E K) and substituting s = - U
gives an adjusted



advance, there would remain a residual of output growth not explained by the

growth in total conventional factor inputs. This residual" reflects productivity

growth (Antle and Capalbo, 1988).

In the growth accounting approach. detailed accounts of outputs and inputs

need to be aggregated into output and input indexes, which then can be used to

calculated the total factor productivity (TFP) index. Aggregation of output and

input indexes requires the choice of an indexing procedure, which implies the

structure of the underlying production technology and certain economic

assumptions. The correspondences between some indexing methods and the

underlying technologies, summarized from Antle and Capalbo (1988), are shown in

table 2.3. Even the most flexible Tornqvist-Theil index to measuring TFP still

involves the following assumptions: competitive behavior; constant returns to

scale; extended Hicks-neutral technological change; and input-output separability

(Antle and Capalbo, 1988).

Table3.3. Correspondence Between Indexing Methods and Underlying
Technology

Indexing Method Underlying Technology
Laspeyrs Linear or Leontief production function
Paasches Linear or Leontief production function
Geometric Cobb-Douglas production function
Divisia Homogeneous translog production function
Torqvist-Theil Homogeneous translog production function



3.2.3.2 Distance Function Approach

According to Fare and Primont (1995), production technology can be

equivalently represented by the production function, the cost function, the revenue

function, the input distance function (which is dual to the cost function), the output

distance function twhich is dual to the revenue function) and the directional

distance function.

Based on the input and output distance functions, two indexes, namely the

Malmquist and Hicks-Moorsten indexes, have been developed as productivity

indexes that are independent of prices.' The Malmquist-Luenberger index, which

treats the production of desirable and undesirable outputs asymmetrically, was

introduced based on the directional distance function (Fare and Grosskopf. 1998).

3.2.3.3 Econometric Approach

Econometric estimation of the production technology facilitates the

econometric approach to productivity measurement. According to duality theory,

the production technology can be estimated through the production function or the

dual cost function.

'The indexes in the growth accounting approach are price-dependent ones.
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The strong assumptions in the growth accounting approach are relaxed here.

The econometric approach allows us to test for substitution among inputs, for

returns to scale, and for neutrality in technological change. We can also

incorporate into the TFP measure the short-run disequilibrium effects of some

inputs. Another advantage of the econometric approach is that the rationality

conditions, such as homogeneity, monotonicity, and curvature, can be tested or

imposed.

3.3 Econometric Model

In this study, I use a dual flexible variable cost function to represent the

production technology. The econometric model is an equation system including a

variable cost function, the derived variable input share functions, the quasi-fixed

input shadow price equation, the output supply relation, and output demand

equation. These equations are estimated simultaneously using three stage least

squares (3SLS).
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3.3.1 Functional From

A functional form is required for the construction of an empirical model to

represent the production technology in the meat processing industry. . A general and

flexible functional form provides estimates of productivity growth measures while

imposing as few prior restrictions on the technology as possible, and it allows a full

range of substitution among inputs (Morrison, 1997).

According to neoclassical production theory, the variable cost function is well-

behaved if and oniy if the functional form satisfies the following properties

(McFadden, 1978):

Monotonicity: Non-decreasing in prices of variable inputs:

Non-decreasing in output;

Non-increasing in quasi-fixed inputs;

Convexity: Convex in quasi-fixed inputs;

Convex in output;

Concavity: Concave in the prices of variable inputs;

Homogeneity: Homogeneous of degree one in the prices of variable

inputs;

Symmetry: Symmetric in the second partial derivatives with respect to the

prices of variable inputs;

Symmetric in the second partial derivatives with respect to the

quasi-fixed inputs.
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3.3.2 Generalized Leonuef Variable Cost Function

The Generalized Leontief (GL) function was first introduced by Diewert

(1971). It is a flexible functional form and is not restricted to homogeneity of

degree one in output (constant returns to scale) or homotheticity (Morrison. 1997).

Additionally, parameters in this cost functional form and in the derived input

demand functions are linear, which makes econometric estimation easy.

The general form of variable cost function can be defined as:

VC = G(Y. W1. Wrn, K. t, A) (3.26)

where Y is output. W1 and Wm are prices of labor and material input, K is the

quantity of the quasi-fixed capital input, t is time trend representing technical

progress, and A is pollution abatement cost.

Following Morrison (1985, 1988) and Park and Kwon (1994), the UL variable

cost function with one quasi-fixed input and two variable inputs can be written as:

I/C + 2aL°5Wl°5 aMfIJfl)

+ (fly Y + 0.5 + A ° + fl W,1 Y° + 0.5 + fiA,MI,,A05)

+ 2y,Y°5t°5 + 2yY°5A°5 + + 2y1t°5A°5 + 7AAA/ +

+Y°5K°5[(flJKW, +flfwç)

+(7yKyo5 +IlKt +7AKA +,,)]

+rKKK(I +,,) (3.27)
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where pollution abatement cost A interacts with all other terms in the same way as

the time trend t. Regularity conditions such as homogeneity of degree one in

variable input prices WI and Wm, and symmetry of cross terms

(a11 a , y = y, , = lAY' hA ') have been embodied in this functional

form.

Using Shephard' s lemma, the cost-minimizing variable input demand

equations are obtained by simple differentiation of this function with respect to the

variable input prices (Park and Kwon, 1994, Morrison. 1997). These equations

have the following forms:

-0.5 0.5L = Y[aJL + a1 Wm )

+(flLYY° +flL,t +flL4

+ + 2y4Y°'5A°5 lilt + 2y,t°5 ±Y4AA)

+ Y°5K°5 [flf.K +(IyKyo5 +/,Kt ±YAKA) i

+ IKK K (3.28)

-0.5M = = +
own'

+(y05 n 0.5
+PM(t

+ 27,Y°5t°5 + 2IYAY°5A°5 + ,,t + 2ujAt°5A°5 + IAAA)

+ Y°5K°5[PMK +(yyKyo.5 + hlKt + IKA)]

I

+ YKK K (3.29)



where L and M are cost-minimizing labor and material demands.

Following Morrison (1990), if there are long-run constant returns to scale, one

fixed input, and a competitive market, the unit return to the fixed factor equals its

PYvc
shadow price, that is

K
= Zk. Recall that Zk equals the negative of the

derivative of the variable cost function with respect to K. namely the capital

shadow price equation:

PYVC 17C --0 cy°5
K

-05
[(flLK +w,)

+(yyKyo5 +ItKt ±7AKA I

/KK(W/ +w,) (3.30)

where PY is total value of shipment.

3.3.3 Output Supply and Demand Equations

The market structure and degree of competitiveness in the meat processing

industry have been of interest to economists. Following the new empirical

industrial organization approach, econometric analysis of market structure is

conducted in this study by including the output supply relation and inverse output

demand equation in the model. Econometrically, this allows the output level to be

determined endogenously.
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IvIC' =P

MC=P

Following Appelbaum (1982), the profit maximization condition for the jth

firm in the industry is given by

9'1±-

9
1+

BYP

cPY a1Y
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The inverse output demand function is specified in linear form:

P=a0+a1Y+a1fJPJ+a3t (3.31)

where DPI is disposable personal income and t represents changes in preferences

aTP 1Pover time. The demand elasticity is given by s,

(3.32)

YYJ. .

where 0-' = -- is the conjectural elasticity of total industry output Y with5yJY

respect to the output of the jth firm yJ. Equation (3.32) says that the firm equates

its marginal cost to its perceived marginal revenue (which is not equal to the market

price P when 0' is not zero).

The variable cost function defined in section (3.3.2) represents the technology

of each firm in the industry, so the marginal cost functions are the same for all

firms. Appelbaum (1982) concluded that in equilibrium 0' = 0 for alIj, where 0

is the equilibrium value of the conjectural elasticity. Equation (3.32) then becomes

(3.33)



(3.34) becomes

Park and Kwon (1994) also used the profit maximization condition MC = MR to

YP 1Prepresent the industry's short-run price. Recalling that s, -- = --- and

rearranging equation (3.33) yields

PMCP8 =MC_OPa1r=MC8a1Y (3.34)

where 0 is interpreted as the market power measure. 0 and a. can only be

estimated jointly as 0. Since MC is the simple differentiation of equation (3.27)

with respect to Y, the output supply relation given in equation (3.34) can he

estimated econometrically.

In order to distinguish demands for the four kinds of meat products at the SIC

4-digit level, three dummies interacting with output Y were added to equation

(3.31) as follows:

2013 ,-201i
2016D°'6

2017+a1 D2017+a7DPI+a3[
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(3.35)

where sector 2011 is chosen as the base, and D2013, D2016, and D2013 are dummies

associated with the 2013, 2016, and 2017 sector, respectively.

Since short-run total cost is defined as C = VC(Y, W1 , W,, K, t, A) + K K,

c7 êVC 7 ÔVCwhere K doesn't change with Y, then - = . Substituting MC = - =
5Y ÔY

the partial differentiation of equation (3.27) with respect to Y, supply relation



P =MCtuY

0.5
= [aLLT + 2a11P TV°5 +

± i8Mt t°5 + flA1A TV,

+ 2y,4t°5 A°5 + yA + w111)

±(yYKK°'ri +w;)]

+O.5Y°'K°5[(fl TV w )±(u,K[05 +rAKAF'LK 1 MK in

+1.5Y°5 {(TV R T
)+(5.1t05 + 1A°5 XW1 + Wm)]/ t-'MT

+ 2Y[y (w ± Tj]

-wY (3.36)

My model then consists of equations (3.27)-(3.30), (3.35), and (3.36).

Estimation efficiency can be improved by estimating all these equations jointly.

3.3.4 Estimation

Estimating the model empirically requires a stochastic framework. A random

disturbance term is added to each of the six equations in the model. It is typically

assumed that the vector of error terms is serially independent, normally and

identically distributed with mean vector of zero and constant nonsingular

covariance matrix (Berndt, 1991). Later, the assumption of no serial correlation

among error terms will be relaxed and first-order autocorrelation will be estimated.
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As there are cross-equation symmetry constraints, it is necessary to use a

system estimator. Berndt (1991) suggested one possibility is to use Zeilner's

seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) estimator. If SUR is iterated until changes in

the estimated parameters and estimated error term covariance matrix become

arbitrarily small, it gives numerically the same parameter estimates as does

maximum likelihood (ML) estimator.

Variable input demands. output quantity, and price are endogenous in this

model. An instrumental variable estimation technique should therefore be

employed to avoid simultaneous equations bias. Even recognizing the endogeneit,

two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation is not valid here because it cannot

impose the cross-equation parameter constraints.

Therefore, the three-stage least square (3SLS) estimation procedure, which

incorporates both simultaneity and endogeneity, is most appropriate for estimating

the model in the present study. In my empirical implementation. the 3SLS routine

in the SYSLIN procedure in SAS is employed.

3.3.5 Long-run Equilibrium

The model in sections (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) is specified in a short-run framework

in which the quasi-fixed capital input adjusts only partially to its full equilibrium



level and in which its market rental price
K deviates from its shadow price ZK

In the long run, the industry would adjust its capital input to the full equilibrium

level K*. at which K = ZK.

Equating the ZK expression in equation (3.30) to P and solving for K yields:

O.5Y°3 [(flLKWI + flw,,, )+ (YYKYO5 ± Y,Kt

k /KK(WI ±)
7AKA+W )]in
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(3.37)

where K* is a function of Y. W1, Wm. t, A. and k (In the following sections. the

denominator in the above equation. - - YKK (w1 ± w,), will be denoted as D.).

In the long run. K* is substituted into any of the equations in which K appears. For

example, recall the short-run total cost equation (3.12). Substituting K with K*, we

get long-run total cost:

TC*(Y,Y,W,J,PK,K*,t,A) = VC(Y,WV1,K* ,t,A) ± PKK (3.38)

where the * stands for long-run equilibrium. This enables us to distinguish short-

run (K ZK) input substitution elasticities, productivity growth, and

technological change bias from those in the long run (K = ZK) (Berndt. 1991).



3.3.6 Checking for Regularity Conditions

Once we have the parameter estimates, we can check whether the estimated

variable cost function meets the regularity conditions given in section (3.3.1) both

in the short run and in the long run. All the checks are conducted at each

observation. Short-run homogeneity of degree one in input prices, and symmetry,

are already met in the GL variable cost functional form specified in section (3.3.2).

From equation (3.37), we can see that the K* function is homogenous of

degree zero in W1, Wm,and that is:

K*(Y,2W,,2Wfl,,ZPK,t,A)=K*(y,w,,w,pK,t,A).

For the long-run total cost function in (3.38),

TC*[Y,Wl,Wm,PK,K*(Y,2Wl,Wm,XPK,t,A),t,A

=VC(Y,W,,Wfl,,K*,t,A)+,PKK* =2Td{Y,,Wm,PK,K*,t,A]

which shows that homogeneity of degree one in input prices is ensured in the total

cost function derived from the model.

Monotonicity in output requires the cost function be non-decreasing in output.

That is, in the short run, the fitted value of MC in equation (3.36) must be

greater than zero. In the long run, marginal cost is the derivative of total cost in

equation (3.38) with respect to Y.
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MC* VCI
'

c1C
Recalling that Zk

=
and ZK = in the long run reduces equation (3.i9) to

* vC
iv1C =

K=K

(7This equation says that MC is expression MC = in equation (3.36)
(Y

evaluated at K*. Monotonicity requires MC* be greater than zero.

Monotonicity in input prices requires the cost function be non-

input prices. In other words, in the short run, the fitted demands of

vC or/Cmaterial (L = and M = ) in equations (3.28) and (3.29) should be

greater than zero. In the long run, the conditional factor demands of labor and

materials are the derivatives of total cost in equation (3.38) with respect to W1 and

Vim, respectively:

OVC OK* OK
+ +PK=K

OK OW, KOW

OVC . *where the last two terms cancel out because Zk = in the long run. L
OK

Or/C

then reduces to

L* Or/C1
-

Similarly, we can derive

OVC* OK OK*
+P

OK OY kOy

decreasing in

labor and
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(3.40)

(3.41)



+(yyKyo.5 +7/Kt°'5 +7AKA ±W )]In

Hence, the fitted value of this equation must be greater than zero.
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K=K (3.42')

So, monotonicitv in the long run requires the conditional labor and material

demands in equations (3.28) and (3.29), evaluated at K*. be greater than zero.

Since the long-run cost function should also be non-decreasing in capital price, and

K* can be intereted as the derivative of the long-mn total cost function with

respect to K* should also be greater than zero.

Monotonicity in the quasi-fixed input means the variable cost function is non-

cTC.increasing in capital. It is required that the fitted value or Z , = n equation

(3.30) be greater than zero in the short run. In the long run, ZK = P, which is

obviously greater than zero.

The condition that the variable cost function be convex in the quasi-fixed input

requires that the second partial derivative of cost with respect to quasi-fixed capital

4TChe positive. Taking the derivative of the negative of ZK = in equation
cK

(3.30) with respect to K yields

2VC
= 0.25Y°K'5[(/3fKW +flIKW,,)T.' 2

(2.43)



Concavity of cost in input prices, and symmetry of the matrix of long-run

second partial derivatives of cost with respect to input prices, will be discussed in

the next section.

3.3. 7 Input Demand Elasticities and Concavity in Input Prices

Input demand elasticities are an important indicator of the structure and

characteristics of production in the meat processing industry. They provide meat

manufacturers with information about the nature of industrial demand for factor

inputs. This is helpful for making resource allocation decisions (Huang. 1991).

In the short run, input demand price slopes are given by taking partial

derivatives of labor and material demand in equations (3.28) and (3.29) with respect

to prices.

= O.5Ya,1Ji5

= =O.5Ya1W,,15°
In

s
= = O.5Ya1°5°5

in

0.5

in

(3.44)

where H,,S and II ,,,,
S

are diagonal elements, and and are off-diagonal

elements of the hessian matrix of second partial derivatives of the variable cost
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function with respect to input prices. The own- and cross-price elasticities of labor

and material demand are

S '5L W _O.5YariWO5TV,71U5

" WL L

s c/I W - O.5Ya11, ft05

/.5J4/ [ M

S/rn -
£J7 L

ôL W, U. 5Ya 1W 5

Smrn -

=
1V O.5Ya,

cJ71 M

9K* K*I
"ki = = _(R,K*o5

ow1 D

M

L

2y)
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(3.45)

where + = 0 and
f?f/ s = 0. Following Ball and Chambers (1982)

and Huang (1991), the Morishima substitution elasticities can be defined as

S S S= - S/I

= Ins5 - (3.46)

As there are only two variable inputs in the variable cost function, these two

elasticities are equal.

In the long run, quasi-fixed capital is adjustable. Partially differentiating K* in

equation (3.37) with respect to WI; Wm. and Pk and rearranging gives the own- and

cross- price slopes of capital demand.



= 2K*D
CPK

where R1 (flLK I'} +Y(Ki +YAKA)
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(3.47)

"km = ±27kk)

R,,, =Yo5(IK yY°7 +71K
05

YAK
A05) and D = k IKK (w, + wj.

Equations (3.41) and (3.42) tell us that the long-run optimal labor and material

demands are the short-run demand equations (3.28) and (3.29) evaluated at K*.

Hence, changes in L* and M* induced by changes in input prices depend not only

on the direct effects on labor and material demands, but also on the indirect effects

through the change in long-run capital quantity. For example.

ÔL* ÔK

f/
KK'

LL*
7L L* K*

=
A *

ct 5K*

K (KK'
dPK

(3.48)

where - and are the partial derivatives in equation (3.44)K=A K=K

evaluated at K ; is the derivative of equation (3.28) with respect to K

9K* K* c9K*
evaluated at K*; and , and are the price slopes of optimal capital

£5W £:5W



H1
*

L*

= O.5Yain Lt!

Hlk* =

Il1 = /1
=O.5YaLM

*w.*

= /?l/ ,'* 8inin = H in

in,?? -

Hn,,,i* = O.5Ya11T° 5w5 + [O.5K*_oSR,,, + IKK Hk,,,*

ii

"ink = (3.49)

Hence also, own- and cross-price elasticities of long-run labor, material, and capital

demand can be computed as the products of the price slopes and the corresponding

ratio of price to quantity of input:

e11* =J_J*_-i_
11;

*

elk H/k
L*

+ {O.5Ko.5R1 ± YKK kn,

II

*

= H,,,k

Ski = Hk/ S,,, - Hi,,, * ,
*

= Hkk
K

where each row sums to zero because input demands are zero homogeneous in

5

demand in equation (3.47). The same rule applies to material demand. Substituting

expressions for the latter derivatives and rearranging. the input price slopes of labor

and material demands take the form:

= O.5Ya1 LlTVOS {O.5K-° K

(3.50)

in

o5
+ [O.5K-°

7-
ii



prices. Similar to those in the short run. the long-run Morishima substitution

elasticities are given by

= ginI - S// , 0ml

0-lk = kl - kl = lk kk'

* * * s *

0-ink = - ii,ni ' 0-kl = Elk - 8kk (3.51)

Own- and cross-price elasticities measure the percentage change in input

demand caused by a one percentage change in the own price or in the price of

another input, while the Morishima elasticities give the percent change in the ratio

of two factors in response to a one percent change in the corresponding relative

price ratio. Blackorby and Russell (1989) indicate that the Morishima substitution

elasticity is preferred because it is an exact measure of the curvature of the

isoquant.

For a cost function to be well-behaved, it should be concave in input prices.

This requires that the Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives of cost with

respect to input prices be negative semi-definite. In the short run, the Hessian

matrix is

H11S H1,5

HmiS H

Concavity is satisfied if aLM >0.

In the long run, the Hessian matrix is
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H11 H11,, Hfk*

Hmi
*

mt1, HIUk

Hk/
*

Hk,,, Hkk
*

Concavity requires that the determinant of the three principal minors of this matrix

alternate in sign, beginning with a negative. Symmetry of the cost function in input

prices requires H11,,
*

= H,,,1 JJ
*

= Hk/ , and H,,,k = Hk,,, where the last two

equations have been shown to hold in equation (3.49). and the first one is the only

one lefi to be checked.

3.3.8 Capacitv Utilization

Recall from section (3.2.2.3) that firms may deviate from full utilization of

their productive capacities because the capital input may not be adjustable fully in

the short run. Deviation of CU from unity arises from such subequilibrium in

capital, where shadow price Zk differs from the market rental price As given in

equation (3.23), CU can be computed as:

cu= VC+ZkK
C VC+PK

53

(3.52)

where Zk is - al/C / 5K as in equation (3.30).

In the long run, ZK = K and CU =1. In the short run, if ZK > K' capital is

overvalued relative to its market rental price and CU is greater than one, implying



over-utilization of capital and a capacity shortage. In this case, a lower average

cost can be obtained by expanding capital or reducing production. Conversely, if

ZK <Pr, CU is less than one. implying under-utilization of capital and excess

capacity.

3.3.9 Short-run Dual Rate of Technological Change and Dual and Primal Rates of
Productivjjv Growth

3.3.9.1 Dual Rate of Tecimological Change

The definition of the dual rate of tecimological change is given in section

(3.2.1.2) as = ô InC I c ln t. In section (3.2.2.1), extending this definition to a

short-run equilibrium framework in which the quasi-fixity of capital is considered.

gives us the dual rate of technological change as:

F c9lnC 5VC I= =
a

The GL representation of cYC I a is obtained by taking the derivative of

equation (3.27) with respect to t:
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A =
CU

Substituting (3.53) and CU = - into (3.56),

ÔVC1

A
âC5VCl7* lInC*

Ct - C -
C

± 7 rfl )

In section (3.2.2.3). it was pointed out that. in order to reflect technological

progress only. the full effect of short-run subequilibrium in capital must be

removed from s, E
Using CU = I - ECK, the "pure" measure of dual rate of

technological change is:

F

+ 'K K

which shows that eç, A

is the rate of change in shadow cost induced by a one-unit

change in technology indicator A is defined as the dual rate of technological

change in this study.
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(3.55'

(3.56)

(3.57)

= fl-°.5 [(o.s ± O.5, ) + (yy° 7 íA + wj]

+ O.5Y°51°5K°57,K ( + w,) (3.54)

Substituting C = VC+PKK and equation (3.54) into equation (3.53). J can be

expressed in terms of the parameter estimates and explanatory variables:

= {Yr°5 + O.5ft )+ (y° + 05
± ±



scY

scy$ =

3.3.9.2 Dual and Primal Rates of Productivity Growth

clnCIn this study, s, = is defined as the dual measure of productivity

growth in the short run, namely the rate of reduction in short-run total cost, holding

output quantity. input prices, and stock of capital constant in a given year.

Expression of S( has been derived in equation (3.55).

Analogously, the short-run primal rate of productivity growth is defined

ass, . It is associated with e./ through Let us first find the expression of

F
El, -- S

Sc1

Yt9VCj Y

ôyK=K°c c9Y K=KOC

where the second equality and the expression for c'VC / /5Y have been derived in

equation (3.36). The primal rate of technological change is related to equation

(3.55) as follows:

F

(3.58)

(3.59)

This expression is the rate of change in output resulting from a one-unit change in t,

valuing factor shares at shadow prices.
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3.3.10 Long-run Dual and Primal Rates of Productivity Growth

*
In the long run, capital will adjust fully to its optimal level K . at which its

shadow price equals its market rental price. Analogous to the definition of the

short-run dual rate of productivity growth, the long-run dual productivity growth

rate can be defined as

* inTC* £TC=
a arc*

where TC is the long-run total cost function given in equation (3.38). is thus

the rate of change in long-run total cost in a given year, holding output quantity and

input prices constant. The only difference between the measures of long-run and

short-run dual productivity growth is that capital stock is no longer held constant in

the long-run measure. Obviously, the total and variable cost values in the long run

will change when they are evaluated at K*. Taking the derivative of equation (3.38)

with respect to time gives

5TC* L5VCaa
-

As A = - and ZK = K when K = K , the above equation reduces to

ÔTC*a-a

017(7* 5K*
* ±PK=K K a Kâ

K=K*

5TC*
. *which says can be calculated as equation (3.54) evaluated at K

(3.61)
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* cl7CS. =CI K=K

Recalling long-run marginal cost in equation (3.40) gives us the long-run cost

elasticity with respect to output:

cTC* I
= =1Y TC

Hence, the long-i-un primal rate of productivity growth can be computed as

C.

I
(T K=K'

3VC 1

8i TC Sc,

8vc I' -
- cy

61 K=K TC*

which measures the change in output resulting from a one-unit change in t.

allowing capital to adjust to its optimal level.

3.3.1] Market Power Measure

As discussed in section (3.3.3). market power measure B can only be estimated

jointly with the output demand slope, as co is in equation (3.36). The output

demand slopes for each of the 4-digit industries in meat processing are a1.

+a12O13D2OU,
a1

+a12O16D2O16,and a1 +a12017D2017,respectively, as specified in
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Substituting (3.61) into (3.60) gives the expression for the long-run dual measure of

productivity growth.

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)



equation (3.35). So. each 4-digit industry has its own market power measure:

U.
82011

a1

02013 =

02017

I?C ôInS,
'-'/- a

a1 +a°13D23

02016 = 0l(a1 +a1

2017 017a+a D

The market power measure should be between zero and one. The greater its

value, the greater the market deviates from competition. When 0 equals zero, the

output market is in perfect competition. On the other hand, when it equals one,

there is perfect monopoly power.

3.3.12 Bias of Technological Change

In a production process with more than one input, technological change can

affect the optimal factor proportions or factor cost shares. This leads to the

distinction between neutral and biased technological change. Following Antic and

Capalbo (1988), the bias in each factor ofproduction can be measured in teiiiis of

the changes in factor shares:

(3.65)
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where S1 is the ith factor's optimal share and superscript C stands for a dual cost

measure of bias. If fl,(
> 0, technological change is factor-i-using; if fl1C <o. it

factor- i-saving; and if j3 = 0. it is Hicks-neutral.

With this concept in mind, we can compute bias. both in the short run and the

long run. using the variable cost function model in this study. In the short run,

I V T77 \
21n

lnS, C inX, t?lnT. 5lnC aX I (5lnC
- (i.66)

Cf ct ct d X,

Similarly, in the long run,

1 tlnTC
= * (367ct.

In the above two equations, X. and X,t are the short-nm and long-run cost-

minimizing demands. respectively, for the ith input derived from the cost function

c9lnC c9lnTC*
using Shephard's lemma; and are the short-run and long-run dual

productivity growth rates, and the equalities hold because W is not a function oft.

In the short run, are the derivatives of equations (3.28) and (3.29) with

respect to t:

= [Y(o.5fl11t-° yYtYo.5t-o.5 + 7,, + 7,AY°5A°5 )+ 0.57,KY°5K°5t°5

= {Y(0.5,t-° + + 7,, + y/AY°5A°5 )+ 0.5r,KY°K°t°] (3.68)a
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Substituting (3.68). the L and M expressions in equations (3.28) and (3.29). and

F t9lnC .

= a in (3.5). into (3.66) gives the short-run techrncal bias measures for

labor and materials:

L I
'tL Ft

c (7M1
16m = - S,1

K.
In the long run, is the derivative of equation (3 .7) with respect to t:

= 7K*os
K*o5 O.5/,KYK1 (T + W)

ci - a D
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(3.69)

(3.70)

where D has been defined in section (3.3.7). As shown in equations (3.41) and

(3.42). the long-run optimal labor and material demands are the short-run demand

equations (3.28) and (3.29) evaluated at K*. Thus the derivatives of L* and M

with respect to t take the forms:

L* 5L

aa K=K a

9MK
a a K=K+9K*â (3.71)

9L
where - KK and a K=K are the derivatives in equation (3.68) where capital isa

*ôLheld fixed at its initially optimal level K , and have been derived as the



tenns in brackets in equation (3.49), and is in equation (3.70). 1ence.

equation (3.71) can be expressed in teinis of parameter estimates and explanatory

variables. Long-run technical bias can be obtained by substituting (3.70). (3.71),

the L*. M*, K* in equations (3.41), (3.42). (3.37). and s in (3.62) into equation

(3.67):

9L*
1

=
ct L

7C

czlf
tfl

TCc7K I

(3.72)
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Chapter 4: Data

Data used for this study come from several sources. The major source is the

SIC (Standard Industry Classification) 4-digit productivity database produced by

the National Bureau of Economic Research NBER (This data is contained in

website: http//www.nber.org/nberprod.html). Supplementary data sources used

here include the SIC 2-digit food manufacturing database provided by the U.S.

Bureau of Labor; Pollution Abatement Cost and Expenditures (MA-200), prepared

by the Department of Commerce. Bureau of Census; and 'Summary National

Income and Product Series, 1929-96' published in the Survey of Current Business

(August 1997). A number of calculations had to be performed on the above

datasets to obtain series useful for econometric analysis, as detailed below.

4.1 SIC 4-digit NBER Productivity Database and SIC 2-digit BLS Food
Manufacturing Data

The NBER productivity database, prepared by Barteisman, Becker, and Gray,

are based on the 1972 SIC classifications. They consist of annual production and

cost variables for 450 manufacturing industries and cover the 195 8-94 period (See

Appendix A for a list of the variables). The present study focuses on four 4-digit

level meat products industries (SIC 2011, 2013, 2016, and 2017) within the food
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and kindred product industry group (SIC 20) (See Appendix B for the list of

industries). As pollution abatement cost data are not available for the period 1958-

72 nor for the sectors SIC 2097 and SIC 2098. observations for those years and

sectors could not be employed to examine pollution abatement effects on cost.

-1.1.1 Output

Value-of-shipments data and the price deflator for shipments are available in

the raw NBER database. For each 4-digit industry, I calculated output quantity by

dividing the shipments price deflator (1994=1) into value of shipments. Strictly

speaking, the inter-year change in end-of-year inventory value should be taken into

account when using shipments to represent total output. However, inventory

changes across years are very small compared to value of shipment magnitudes.

So, inventory values are ignored in this study.

4L2 Labor

In the NBER dataset, factors of production are grouped into five categories:

production labor, non-production labor, materials, energy, and capital. In order to
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simplify the study, the two labor categories are combined into one.

Total labor quantity is the sum of production worker hours and non-production

worker hours. Assuming each non-production employee works 2000 hours per

year (This assumption was suggested by Wayne B. Gray at NBER), the latter is the

product of the number of non-production workers and 2000 hours per year.

Dividing the total labor cost (total employee compensation) by total labor quarnity

gives us the weighted-average wage rate series.

4i.3 Material

In a number of previous studies, energy and materials have been treated as two

separate inputs or have been aggregated in some way. In the present study, energy

expenditures are ignored for two reasons. First, the magnitude of energy

expenditure is small compared to total material cost. On average, energy

expenditure accounts for only 3.1% of material cost in food processing industries

and 1.2% of material cost in SIC 201, the meat packing industries. Second, it is

difficult to find an accurate way of combining energy and material costs in the

NBER dataset.

By dividing the price deflator of materials (1994=1) into total material cost,

we obtain the quantity of materials for each 4-digit industry.



4.1.4 Capital

The NBER dataset includes, for each 4-digit industry, capital input data in real

stock form for both equipment and plant. These data. however. cannot be used as

capital expenditures in productivity analysis. What is needed is the value of service

provided by the capital stock, which is the rental cost of capital.

As the acquisition price deflator for new capital spending is available in the

NBER database, the rental price of capital was first computed using the following

formula:

K =q,1+q1ó,q11) (4.1)

where q is the acquisition price of capital, r is the opportunity cost of capital, ö is

the capital depreciation rate, and (qt - qt-i) is the capital gain. The long-term bond

yield was used for rt , and the capital depreciation rate was assumed to be 1/15.1

The only difference between (4.1) and the capital rental price formula in

Christensen and Jorgenson (1969) is that (4.1) ignores property tax, the structure of

which is complicated and for which no information is readily available. However,

approach (4.1) produced capital rental prices which fluctuated unrealistically from

one year to the next.

For this reason, another approach was employed to calculate the capital rental

cost for each 4-digit food processing industry. In this second approach, the real

capital stock in constant dollars (q0K where qO is the capital acquisition price in
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the base year) was taken as the capital quantity. The service flow or rental cost of

capital (PktKt, where Pkt is the capital rental price), available from BLS for the

entire 2-digit level food processing industry, was then allocated to each 4-digit

industry according to the proportionate share of the 4-digit industry in.total real

capital stock. This gives us a capital rental cost series (PktKt) for each 4-digit

industry. Dividing capital rental cost by capital quantity gives the corresponding

capital rental price series (Pkt / q0 = PktKt / q0K). These computations essentially

assume that capital rental prices are the same across all 4-digit industries.

4.1.5 Cost

Variable cost in this study is the sum of total labor cost (including production

and non-production workers) and cost of materials. Total cost is variable cost plus

capital rental cost PktKt.

4.2 Pollution Abatement Cost Data

A data series on pollution abatement cost is needed in order to analyze the

impact of environmental regulations on food manufacturing productivity.

Theoretically, total pollution abatement cost is the sum of the rental cost of
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pollution abatement capital and pollution abatement operating costs, which include

labor, materials, and service expenditures. Unfortunately, the rental cost of

pollution abatement capital is not readily available. Reported pollution abatement

data, and operations I have performed on these data, are described below.

4.2.1 Bureau of Census Pollution Abatement Cost and Expenditure Database

The Bureau of Census published annual data on pollution abatement costs and

expenditures for all manufacturing industries from 1973 through 1994, except that

no survey was conducted for 1987. These publications are the only source of

information on pollution abatement costs and expenditures at the 4-digit SIC level.

Census also provides information at SIC 3-digit and 2-digit levels. They consist of

capital expenditures (PACE) by form of abatement and abatement technique,

operating costs (PAOC) by form of abatement and type of cost; payments to

government units, and cost recovered through abatement activities. Although the

categories listed in the Bureau of Census publications change a bit from year to

year, the basic items included are those in tables 4.1 and 4.2.



Table4.1. Variables Reported in Pollution Abatement Capital Expenditure (PACE)

Table4.2. Variables Reported in Pollution Abatement Operating Cost (PAOC)

Industry fotal
PACE

Air Water

Solid
wasteTotal

Abatement technique

fotal

Abatement technique

End-of-
line

Chaflges-
in-

production
processes

End-of-
line

Changes-
in-

production
processes

Indust Total
PAOC

Payments
to

govern-
met
units

Other operating cost

Cost
recoveredTotal

By form of abatement By kind of cost

Air Water Solid
waste

Labor Equipment
leasing

l)eprecia-
tion

4ateria1,
Supply,
Services,
and other



4.2.2 Computation of Total Pollution Abatement Cost

Table 4.1 indicates that a manufacturer's pollution abatement operating cost is

the sum of payments to government units; labor cost; material, energy, supplies,

and services; equipment leasing; and depreciation. The last two terms are related to

capital rental cost: the first one is the cost of renting capital from outside the firm,

while the second is the depreciation of the firm's own capital.

The rental cost of own capital used in pollution abatement is

PKK, [(q, rar)+(qPa8
)_(

Pa _q,P)K '
(4.2)

where PkPa is the rental price of pollution abatement capital, K pa is the quantity of

owned pollution abatement capital, qPa is the acquisition price of pollution

abatement capitaL r is the long-term bond yield rate, and depreciation rate is set at

1/15. As the capital gain represented by the last term in (4.2) is usually small, we

can ignore it to give

PKPUKrPa [( pa= q,1 ' ) +
pa

8 )
pa

Pollution abatement operating costs (PAOC) in the Bureau of Census data include

depreciation (qPa t) K pa as a distinct category. Left to compute is the

opportunity cost of pollution abatement capital. [(qPa 5) K pa } (rt / 6). So, total

cost of pollution abatement is

(4.3)
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1 r,1/ par-.A=PAOC+[q ojK,''j
5,)

= PAOC ± [Depreciationj -- (4.4)5,)

namely total operating cost plus total capital cost (excluding taxes and capital

gains).

4.2.3 Correcting the Database and Providing For Missing Values

Although the Bureau of Census has reported most of the annual data on

pollution abatement costs and expenditures, missing values appear in the PAOC

and Depreciation data series for some food processing industries at the SIC 4-digit

level. There are no missing values at the SIC 3-digit level. In addition, there was a

redefinition of the SIC code in 1987 and the pollution abatement database is

reported based on the 'current' SIC definition. This means the SIC 1972 definition

was used before 1988 and the SIC 1987 definition was used afterwards. A

changing SIC definition is not compatible with the NBER productivity database,

which is based solely on SIC 1972. In this section, 1 present the methods used to

correct these problems.

First, I adjusted the post-1987 PAOC and Depreciation data series to render

them consistent with the 1972 SIC definitions. NBER provides a mapping file

between the 1972 and 1987 SIC codes based on shipment values in 1987. For
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example, to adjust the S1C1987 data to an S1C1972 basis. section 2015 must be

split into two pieces, 2016 and 2017, with 77.35% of value of shipments going to

2016 and 22.65% going to 2017. As a different sort of example. section 2034 and

2.115% of section 2099 in S1C1987 go into 2034 in S1C1972. The pollution

abatement operating cost and depreciation data series were reallocated to SIC 1972

sections according to this NBER mapping file.

Missing values were treated as follows. If there was only one missing value

between two years of nonmissing values, I substituted for the missing value by

linear interpolation between the non-missing values. After doing so. if a value was

missing for only one 4-digit industry within a 3-digit industry in a given year. the

missing data point was determined by taking the difference between the aggregate

3-digit value (data for which are readily available) and the sum of the remaining 4-

digit values. Next, a regression approach was used to determine all missing values

that could not be found by the above two methods. Each 4-digit PAOC data series

with missing values was regressed against all 4-digit PAOC series in that 3-digit

category that did not contain missing values, and against the corresponding 3-digit

series itself. Missing values were then approximated by the predicted values from

these regressions. The same procedure was used to infer any remaining missing

values in the Depreciation data series. For example, five 4-digit sectors (2021,

2022, 2023, 2024, and 2026) fall within the 3-digit sector 202. Only in 2022, 2023,

and 2026 are there no missing values in the PAOC series. So the following

regression was estimated to predict missing PAOC data for 2021 and 2024:



PAOC2O21 = f1 (PA0C2022. PA0C2023. PA0C2026, PAOC2O2),

PA0C2024 = f (PA0C2022, PA0C2023. PA0C2026, PAOC2O2).

Simple linear functional fouiis were used and 42 regressions estimated in this

manner. Average R2 in the 42 regressions was 0.69, which showed a reasonably

good fit. Furthermore, sums of the 4-digit data series in a given 3-digit category.

including reported and predicted values, were very close to the reported 3-digit

series. In all, five negative predicted values were found in the PAOC and

Depreciation series. They were replaced by linearly interpolating the values in the

adjacent years.

Now, the 4-digit PAOC and Depreciation data series based on the SIC 1972

definitions are complete and total pollution abatement costs can be calculated using

equation (4.4).

4.3 Income Data

Income is an exogenous factor in determining the output demand in equation

(3.35). In 'Summary National Income and Product Series, 1929-96', published in

the Survey of Current Business, August 1997, Disposable Personal Income is

reported in billions of dollars in 'Table 4.National Income and Disposition of

Personal Income.'
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Finally, all variables expressed in nominal dollars were deflated with the U.S.

Producer Price Index.



Chapter 5: Results

The model specified in sections (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) was first estimatedwjthout

any restrictions except for the cross-equation parameter equalities, using annual

data from 1973 to 1994. Data from the four SIC 4-digit-level subsectors in the U.S.

meat products industry were pooled in this analysis. The estimared market power

measure 0 was out of the zero-to-one range. I then restricted the reciprocals of the

output demand slopes of each of the 4-digit industries according to the meat

product demand elasticities. The detailed derivation of these restrictions can be

found in Appendix C. The following results are based on the restricted model. In

the original results, the estimated capital shadow prices were fir out of the range of

observed capital rental prices. This may be because rental. prices and implicit

shadow prices essentially come from different data sources. In order to maintain

long-run capital market equilibrium, the capital rental price series was adjusted by

multiplying the ratio of the mean of the capital shadow price to the mean of the

Af 1

original capital rental price senes. That is, Pk = Pk , where Pa.,
k

MeaI'J(Pk)

and Zk are the new capital rental price, original capital rental price, and estimated

capital shadow price, respectively. Although first-order autocorrelation is found in

the variable cost equation, parameter estimates and all the subsequent computations
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are robust to the AR( 1) correction. Hence, I present only the results without the

AR(1) correction.

5.1 Parameter Estimates and Regularity Condition Checks

Parameter estimates, corresponding t-statistics of the variable cost function,

and the goodness of fit of the entire equation system are presented in table 5. 1.

The system-weighted R2 shows a close fit of the whole equation system to the

data. Specifically. 99.5% of the data variation can be explained by the model. All

short-mn and long-run regularity conditions presented in sections (3.3.6) and

(3.3.7) are satisfied at each observation, verifying the appropriateness of the GL

representation of the production technology.

Among the 21 parameter estimates, only five are not significant at the 5%

significance level, and four of the insignificant estimates are associated with the

pollution abatement cost variable. I then tried another specification in which all six

explanatory variables that include pollution abatement cost were deleted. 1 still

obtained high model fitness and all regularity conditions were satisfied, suggesting

that the GL function remains a valid representation of meat processing technology.

Parameter estimates changed a little, but all subsequent computations such as input

demand elasticities and productivity growth were robust to these changes. This
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suggests pollution abatement cost has little effect on meat processing industry costs

of input demand. However, in the model which included pollution abatement cost.

joint insignificance of the parameter estimates of the six explanatory variables that

included pollution abatement cost was rejected at the 5% significance level using

an F-test. Hence, in the following sections, 1 will present the results based on the

model that include pollution abatement cost.

Table5.1. GL Variable Cost Function Estimates

Parameter Estimates (T-statiscs Prob>lTI
aLL 0.319544 7.132 0.0001

aIM 0.001404 0569 **O 5714
2.350099 34.918 0.0001

/3LY -0.00051 -5.696 0.0001

-0.066 -7.224 0.0001

0.003853 1.816 **Q 0739

fl, -0.00079 -8.448 0.0001

-0.15095 -15.149 0.0001

MA
-0.00256 -1.029 **0 3073

4.26E-07 8.802 0.0001
1.8E-05 4.078 0.0001
-9E-06 -12.522 0.0001

0.003678 7.339 0.0001
-6.4E-05 -0.553 **0 582

5.99E-05 2.121 0.0377

13LK 0.168395 4.895 0.0001

13MK -0.61627 -12.684 0.0001

1YK 0.000217 6.345 0.0001
-0.02506 -8.359 0.0001
0.001148 1.647 **Q 1042

7JCK 0.050097 3.838 0.0003
System Weighted R2 0.9950



5.2 Elasticities

Tables 5.2a and 5.2b show the estimates of short-run own and cross-price

elasticities of input demands and the Morishima substitution elasticities between

inputs. Tables 5.3a and 5.3b give the corresponding long-run estimates. These

elasticities are reported for each 4-digit industry in each year. In the short run,

capital is fixed and we can only study labor and material demand elasticities,

whereas in the long run we can also study the elasticity of demand for capital.

In the short run, the own-price elasticities (table 5.2a) show that labor and

material demands are extremely price inelastic. The industry-wide annual average

price elasticities are -0.024 and -0.002, respectively.' Comparatively speaking,

labor is more responsive to a change in its own price than are materials. Among the

four subsectors, labor is most price elastic in meatpacking (withan annual average

elasticity of -0.04065) and least elastic in poultry dressing (with an annual average

elasticity of -0.01503), while the material own-price elasticities are relatively stable

across sectors. Own-price elasticities of labor and materials show a generally

upward time trend (in absolute value) in each of the four subsectors.

The long-run own-price elasticities in table 5.3a are much higher in absolute

value than are those in the short-run. Specifically, as an industry-wide annual

average, the demands for labor, material, and capital decrease by 0.37%, 0.35%,
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and 1.13%, respectively, when their own prices increase by 1%. These figures

show that the labor and material demands are not very price elastic even in the long

run, whereas capital demand is comparatively more price elastic. The highest

annual average price elasticity of labor (- 1.087), material (-0.417), and capital

(-1.240) appear in SIC 2011, SIC 2017, and SIC 2016. respectively, while the

lowest price elasticity of labor (-0.106), material (-0.292), and capital (-1.037) show

up in SIC 2017, SIC 2013, and SIC 2013. respectively. In SIC 2011. labor has the

highest annual average own-price elasticity; in all other three subsectors. capital has

the highest annual average own-price elasticity. It is interesting to note that.

contrary to the short-run results, the long-run own-price elasticities of labor and

material trend downwar over the study period, while the price elasticity of capital

trends upward. During the second half of the study period, capital is more price

elastic in meatpacking than is labor or materials. In the other three sectors, this is

the case during the whole study period. This probably reflects the industry's

increasingly capital-intensive technology.

Turning to the short-run cross-price elasticities (table 5.2a), we observe that

labor demand is more sensitive to a change in material price than is material

demand to a change in labor price, although the magnitudes of both of these two

elasticities are very small. The industry-wide annual averages indicate that the

demand for labor increases by 0.024% in response to a 1% increase in material

price, while the demand for materials increases by only 0.0024% in response to a

1% increase in labor price.
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Again, the long-run cross-price elasticities between labor and materials are

much higher than are those in the short run. Specifically, as an industry-wide

annual average, a 1% increase in material price in the long run leads to a 0.94%

increase in labor demand, while a 1% increase in labor price increases material

demand by 0.09%. Hence, in the long run, labor demand is more responsive to a

change in material price than is material demand to a change in labor price. The

industry-wide annual average elasticities also show in the long run that capital

demand is more sensitive to a change in material price than is materiai demand to a

change in capital price. Indeed, a 1% increase in material price raises capital

demand by 1.52%, while a 1% increase in capital price raises material demand by

only 0.27%. The responsivenesses of labor and capital demands to capital and

labor prices, respectively, are close to each other (-0.56 and -0.39). However,

observe that these effects are negative. From the point of view ofpartial demand

elasticities, capital and labor are complements for one another. When capital

quantity rises so that more and better machines are used in the industry, more

workers and more skilled workers are used also. To understand this, it is useful to

note that increases in input quality are reflected as increases in input quantity in the

NBER dataset. Overall, material demand has, in absolute value, lower annual

average cross-price elasticities than do labor and capital demands in all four

subsectors. (The exception is that £n:k is slightly higher than e in poultry

dressing, and efl,k* is a bit higher than 6/k and e in poultry and egg processing.)
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Although small, the short-mn Morishima substitution elasticity (Table 5.2b)

indicates substitutability between labor and materials in all four subsectors. As an

industry-wide annual average, a 1% increase in the labor-to-material price ratio

reduces the demand for labor relative to materials by 0.026%. The highest

substitutability (0.043) appears in meatpacking. whereas the lowest (0.017) appears

in sausage and other prepared meats.

The long-run Morishima substitution elasticities (Table 5.3b) indicate more

substitutability between labor and materials than in the short run. Capital and

materials are Morishima substitutes, in particular. the percentage responsiveness of

material-to-labor and material-to-capital input ratios to a 1% price ratio change are

1.293 and 1.878, respectively, on an industry-wide annual average basis. Recall

that the long-run capital price elasticity of labor demand, and the long-run labor

price elasticity of capital demand, are both negative in all subsectors. But the long-

run Morishima substitution elasticities show a different tendency. In each

subsector. either the Morishima substitution elasticity of labor for capital or of

capital for labor is negative (especially in pouhry and egg processing, both of them

are positive for several years), indicating less evidence of complementary behavior

than does the partial elasticity measure.

The fact that price and substitution elasticities are found to be lower (in

absolute value) in the short run than in the long run may be explained by the fact

that capital is held fixed in a temporary equilibrium model. When capital cannot

adjust instantaneously, possibilities for substitution between the variable inputs are
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limited. In contrast, in the long run, capital is allowed to adjust to its optimal level

as do all the other inputs. My results confirm the LeChatelier principle that long-

run price elasticities of demand are larger in absolute value than are the

corresponding short-run ones.



TableS.2a. Short-run Own- and Cross-price Elasticities of Input Demand

Industry - 2011 , . .... . .. 2013 -
Year EmiS 6mm5'

S

-00329 0032904 0002163 -0.00216 -0.01478 0.014779 0.002406 -0,00241
-003563 0035627 000234 -0.00234 -0.01595 0.015949 0.002456 -0.00246

* -00313 0031304 0002367 -0.00237 -0.01648 0.016476 0.002472 -0.00247
-004005 004005 0002559 -0.00256 -0.01697 0.016972 0.002608 -0.00261
-003353 003353 0002726 -0.00273 -0.01892 0.018922 0.002622 -0.00262

1978 -003751 0037513 000247 -0.00247 -0.01879 0.018792 0.002579 -0.00258
1979
1980

-004084 0040842 0002358 -0.00236 -0.01794 0.017938 0.002557 -0.00256
-004026 0040259 0002507 -0.00251 -0.02001 0.02001 0,002639 -0.00264

1981 -0 0429 0 042896 0 002629 -0.00263 -0.01961 0.019614 0.002738 -0.00274
1982 -004061 004061 0002541 -0.00254 -0.02234 0.022338 0.002737 -0.00274
1983 -00421 0.042097 0002631 -0.00263 -0.01 773 0.01 7725 0.002788 -0.00279'
1984 -004239 0042387 0002622 -0.00262 -0.02218 0.022181 0.002757 -0.00276
1985 -004394 004394 0002715 -0.00271 -0.02015 0.020149 0.002846 -0.00285
1986
1987

-0 04258 0 042582 0 002681 -0.00268 -0.01829 0,01829 0.002875 -0.00287
-00444 0044403 0002565 -0.00257 -0.02117 0.021166 0.002785 -0.00278

1988 -0 04702 0 047022 0 002547 -0.00255 -0.02302 0.023016 0.002749 -0.00275
1989 -004116 0041158 0.002528 -0.00253 -0.02767 0.027665 0.002748 -0.00275
1990 -0 04232 0 042319 0.002435 -0.00244 -0.02872 0.028724 0.00273 1 -0.00273
1991 -00395 0039501 0.002536 -0.00254 -0.01 769 0.017685 0.002891 -0.00289
1992 -004501 0045008 0.002585 -0.00259 -0.02614 0.026139 0.002918 -0.00292
1993 -004579 0045788 0.002567 -0.00257 -0.02611 0.026108 0.002912 -0.00291
1994

Annual Average
-0 04254 0 04254 0.002752 -0.00275 -0.02649 0.02649 0.003035 -0.00303
-0.04065 0 040649 0.002537 -0.00254 -0.02078 0.020779 0.00272 -0,00212



TableS.2a. (Contined)

Note: Short-run own and cross-price elasticities of input demand are computed from equation (3.45).

Industry 2016 .: .2017
Year

Srnm5 ..S
1973 -001481 0014811 0001759 -0.00176 -0.01557 0.01557 0001911 -000191
3974 -001495 001495 0001842 -0.00184 -0.01583 001583 0.001993 -0.00199
1975 ' -001444 0014435 0001882 -0.00188 -0.01681 0.016805 0001996 -0.002
1976 -001483 0014833 0001906 -0.00191 -0.01936 0019364 0.002008 -0.00201
1977 -001555 0015551 0001997 -0.002 -0.01652 0.016517 0.00221 -0.00221
1978 -001485 0014853 0002033 -0.00203 -0.01662 0.016618 0.002237 -0.00224
1979 -001471 0014711 0002056 -0.00206 -0.02003 0.020029 0.002115 -0.00211
1980 -001445 0014451 0002115 -0.00211 -0.02103 0.021025 0.00219 -0.00219
1981 -001406 0014064 0002161 -0.00216 -0.02104 0.021041 0.002206 -0.00221
1982 -00163 0016303 0002237 -0.00224 -0.0198 0.019797 0.002338 -0,00234

'1983 -001612 0016119 0002236 -0.00224 -0.02165 0.02165 0.002283 -0.00228
1984 -001725 0017248 0002203 -0.0022 -0.02515 0.025145 0.002214 -0.00221
1985 -0 01602 0 016018 0 002329 -0.00233 -0.02349 0.02349 0.002354 -0.00235
1986 -0 01512 0 01512 0 002331 -0.00233 -0.02377 0.023773 0.002291 -0.00229
1987 -001393 0013926 0002511 -0.00251 -0.02341 0.023413 0.002361 -0.00236
1988 -001367 0013666 0002454 -0.00245 -0.02442 0.024423 0.002319 -0.00232
3989 -001475 0014751 0002365 -0.00236 -0.01812 0.018124 0.002272 -0.00227
1990 -001474 0014737 0.002449 -0.00245 -0.01788 0.017878 0.002374 -0.00237
1991 -00139 0013903 0.002571 -0.00257 -0.01688 0.01688 0.002506 -0.00251
1892 -001472 0014716 0.002641 -0.00264 -0.01714 0.017139 0.002589 -0.00259

-0.0025'1993 ., -001527
i6i9
i503

0015266 0,00259 -0.00259 -0,01777 0.017765 0,002552
19.4

Annual. .vrag -

5"92 0002599 00026 001871 0018711 0002574 000257
O.Q150''8J. 0.002239 Th.G0224 -0.01959 .. 0.0195 "Th.00226 .0.00227

hdustry Wide Annual Average
s . S

Emin

-0.02401 ' 0.024012 0.002441 -0.00244



TableS.2b. Short-run Morishima Substitution Elasticities of Input Demand

Year 0Im = am! a/rn aini a1,,, = an/ a,,5 =

1983
1984

4985.
986

1987
.1988

199O

:1991
3$92,
993

1ndustry Wide Annual Average

a/rn am?

0.026453

Note: Short-run Morishima substitution elasticities are computed from equation
(3.46).

85

1973 0035067 0017186 001657 0.01748
1974 003796& 0018405 0016792 0.017822

1980. 0042767 0022649 0016566 0023215
1981 0 045525 0 022352 0 016225 0 023247!

0045291 0029525 0018791 0021285
Annual Aveage 0O43i86 ' 0023499 4p01726a 0.021858

3367 0018948 0016317 0.0188
'1976 0042609 001958 0 016739 0.021372
1977 0 036256 0 021544 0017548 0.018727
1978 0 039983 0021371 0016886 0.018855

:j9,79 00432 0020495 0016767 0022143

025075 001854 0022135
U 044725 0020513 0018355 0023933
0 045009 0024938 0019451 0027358
0 046655 0022995 0018347 0025844
0045263 0021165 0017451 0026064
0 046968 0023951 0016437 0025773
0 049569 o 025765 0 01612 0 026743
0 043687 0.030413 0017116 0020396
0 044754 0031454 0017186 0020251
0 042037 0020576 0016474 0019386
0 047593 0 029057 0017358 0019729
0048355 002902 0017856 0020317

Industry 2011 2013 2016 2017



Table5.3a. Long-run Own- and Cross-Price Elasticities of Input Demand

86

industry 2011
Year elk e,,, ç EA1 6kk
1973 -1 35072 2 20518 -0 85446 025793 -042205 0 16412 -1 25861 2 06679 -0 80818
1974 -1 64449 2 64026 -0 99577 022291 -0 35879 0 13587 -1 31268 2.12155 -0 80887

.1975 -1 28708 2 56558 -1 2785 0 14286 -02871 0 14424 -1 00907 204447 -1.03539
.1976 -253843 446275 -192432 0.15141 -0.26763 0.11622 -1.21128 2.15635 -0.94507
fl977 -226215 396732 -170517 0.14416 -0.25432 0.11016 -1.18231 2.10209 -0.91978
.1978. -154679 268565 -113866 0.1998 -0.3483 0.1485 -114905 2.01388 -0.86483

.''1979 -137605 237819 -100214 0.23802 -0.41273 0.17471 -1.11967 1.95035 -0.83068
'1980 ' -1 45646 254704 -1 09058 0.20734 -0.36408 0.15674 -1.10317 1.94763 -0.84446

.Q1981' , -1 69185 3 14907 -1 45722 0.1639 -0.30704 0.14315 -1.0439 1.97025 -0.92635
:"i982, . -104706 225188 -120482 0.13746 -0.29912 0.16166 -0.82718 1.81827 -0.9911

1983 -113835 251981 -138147 0.12546 -0.28167 0.15621 -0.80633 1.83129 -1.02496
-106435 252472 -146037 0.11389 -0.27519 0.1613 -0.74917 1.83438 -1.0852

1985 , -10921 272081 -162871 0.09739 -0.24876 0.15137 -0.70143 1.82116 -1.11973
.1988 ' . -087811 227049 -139238 0.09887 -0.26256 0.16371 -0.66176 1.78667 -1.12491
"1987 ' '. -074147 2 04696 -1 30549 0.09979 -0.28385 0.18406 -0.60971 1.76331 -1.1536..198L . -067647 1 99596 -1 31949 0.09067 -0.27784 0.18717 -0.55976 1.74787 -1.18811

-i1989 -04363 14981 -1 0618 0.07494 -0.27365 0.1987 -0.4509 1.68673 -1.23583
4990 -038347 1 42554 -1 042061 0.07212 -0.28816 0.216041 -0.40987 1.67948 -1.26961rJ99t ' -o 35545 1 31481 -0 95936 0.06934 -0.27699 0.20765 -0.40803 1.67473 -1.2667
i992 -03537 135427 -100058 0.06039 -0.25478 0.19439 -0.38224 1.66523 -1.28299

'1993' ' -035156 132495 -097339 0.0665 -0.27314 0.20664 -0.38949 1.6474 -1.2579
'. -024845 101527 -076682 0.04854 -0.23008 0.18154 -0.325771 1.61306 -1.28728

AnnuaL average -1.08731 2.312028 -1.22472 .0..1310Z7 -0.29763 166552i-O80324 .1.86143 ' "40578

Lndustiy ' 2013''' ,;''
ll 'lk

5*
5

-037302 083471 -046169 016848 -03811 021262 -065027 1 48364 -083337
r"- 0 38228 0 842 -0 45972 0 16508 -0 36757 0 20249 -0 65309 1 46722 -0 81414

1975;,' -019706 062698 -042992 0.08984 -02985 020867 -0.43271 1.46581 -1.0331
m976. -022279 0.63773 -0.41494 0.09811 -0,29063 0.19252 -0.47291 1.42628 -0.95337t977l -024589 0.67816 -0.43227 0.09954 -0.28343 0.18389 -0.49379 1.43117 -0.93738-978'4 -031818 0.80839 -0.49021 0.13199 -0.34217 0.21017 -0.54136 1.4215 -0.88015

41S19 -034374 0.8444 -0.50066 0.15279 -0.38145 0.22866 -0.56349 1.42232 -0.858838i980..' -033093 0.84229 -0.51135 0.13766 -0.35747 0.21981 -0.52774 1.38803 -0.8603
,,1981yl,' -022122 0.67696 -0.45574 0.09894 -0.31567 0.21673 -0.41799 1.36007 -0.94208

-0 18309 0.64227 -0.45918 0.0793 -0.29781 0.21852 -0.34949 1.34709 -0.99759
W*1983 . -0,13497 0.48089 -0.34592 0.07401 -0.28466 0.21065 -0.34423 1.36197 -1.01774

1984 ' -0 11856 0.49183 -0.37326 0.05912 -0.27862 0.2195 -0.27369 1.33889 -1.0652
1985'.. -00799 0.36105 -0.28115 0.04688 -0.2582 0.21132 -0.22845 1.32238 -1.09393
I986 ' -00748 0.3339 -0.2591 0.04876 -0.26253 0.21376 -0.23446 1.32459 -1 .09013t 'l9Ø7 ,- -008594 0.38325 -0.29731 0.04933 -0.26398 0.21465 -0.24088 1.3512 -1.11032

-00806 0.37778 -0.29719 0.04447 -0.26062 0.21615 -0.22016 1.36035 -1.14019' .4989" -006902 0.35654 -0.28752 0.03429 -0.25662 0.22233 -0.16613 1,33579 -1.16967
'."199O -005792 0.31556 -0.25764 0.02834 -0.26237 0.23403 -0.1318 1.3331 -1.2013

'1991 -003712 0.19655 -0.15943 0.02897 -0.25463 0.22566 -0.1394 1.33867 -1.19927
'1992 -003785 0.18274 -0.1449 0.0187 -0.23676 0.21807 -0.08788 1.29263 -1.20475
1993 -004291 0.22267 -0.17976 0.02331 -0.25386 0.23055' -0.10552 1.29263 -1.18711
1994 -002892 0.0806 -0.05168 0.0083, -0.22951 0.2212 -0.03011 1.25081 -1 .2207

Annualaverage -0.16667' 0.509875 -0.34321 0.076646 -0.29173' 0.215089 -0.33207 1.368915 -103685



TabIe5.3a. (Continued)

Note: Long-run own- and cross-price elasticities are computed from equation
(3.50).

87

,dnduStry i.' - , 2016 .. -.
i973 -040646 118016 -07737 027238 -0.79931 0.52692 -0.53839 1.58865 -1.05026

'1974 -038374 110521 -072147 0.23951 -0.69811 0.45859 -0.53857 1.57966 -1.04109.1975' -017248 07668 -059432 0.10186 -0.4774 0.37553 -0.33871 1.61112 -1.27241
i19i6 .' -022139 084094 -061954 0.13189 -0.5181 0.3821 -0.4002 1.59071 -1.19051

-02089 081594 -060704 0.11995 -0.48755 0.36761 -0.38015 1.566 -1.18585
-02415 0 85143 -060993 0.14668 -0.53213 0.38545 -0.42366 1.55413 -1.13046

-025263 084905 -059642 0.15734 -0.54227 0.38493 -0.44464 1.54858 -1.10395
tt98O.. -022731 078337 -055606 0.14403 -0.51105 0.36703 -0.42917 1.54073 -1.11155

-015621 061879 -046258 0.10381 -0.43272 O.32&92 -0.36464 1.54553 -1.18089
1982i ' -011312 052708 -041397 0.07104 -0.36581 0.29477 -0.28729 1.51791 -1.23061

-010967 051924 -040957 0.07179 -0.37642 0.30462 -0.28188 15163 -1.23442
4984 -010524 05375 -043225 0.06874 -0.39555 0.32681 -0.25573 1.51172 -1.25599

-0 064981 036464 -029966 0.04856 -0.33664 0.28508 -0.20615 1.48804 -1.28189*1986. '. -00716 03858 -03142 0.05661 -0.361 0,30439 -0.22567 1.48996 -1.26429
-003809 02181 -018002 0.0344 -0.28267 0.24627 -0.1675 1.46465 -1.29715

t98& . -003983 023125 -0 191431 0.037191 -0.29959 0.2624 -0.17403 1.48349 -1.30946
-004407 026028 -021622 0.038481 -0.31091 0.27243 -0.17725 1.51064 -1.33339

99D,' -002945 017597 -014652 0.02558 -0.27286 0.24728 -0.12912 1.49912 -1.36999
-00255 014599 -012049 0.0232 -0.25864 0.235441 -0.12039 1.48013 -1 .35974

k." 992, -00237 0 12763 -0 10393 0.01978 -0.24404 0.22426 -0.10502 1.46187 -1.35685
. -003049 0 17581 -0 14532 0.02677 -0.27087 0.2441 -0.13343 1.47184 -1.33841

-002487 013584 -011097 0.01919 -0.25785 0.23866 -0.09636 1.46722 -1.37086
'Annuakave

. __-;S
. '413597

S/I

:O528037 O,392O7

51k

,OO89O35

5,nm* SkI*

1, 'z i1.23955

5kk; .9..
I

jZ5-.
-037831 117332 -079501 -0.79926 0.54507

0.49863
-0.47053 1.48905 -1.01852

-033603 109759 -076156
-058839

I
0.08292

-0.71307
-0.48591

-0.43917 1.47172 -1.03255
-0 13537 072377 -0.25096 1.50015 -1 .2492

1976Z -01813 084663 -066534 0.1034 -0.51478 0.41138 -0.28837 1.45995 -1.17158
-015484 072925 -057441 0.09822 -0.4967 0.39648 -0.27781 1.43089 -1.15308
-020314 083083 -062769 0.13027 -0.55738 0.42711 -0.32459 1.40861 -1.08402

-02181
-020025

089731
086122

-067921
-066097

0.13142
0.11887

-0.56606
-0.54064

0.43464
0.42177'

-032089
-0.29804

1.4021
1.37789

-1.08121
-1.07985

i1981 '' -0 11081 0 60865 -0 49785 0.0723 -0.45451 0.3822 -0.21267 1.37437 -1.16171
-00542

-005454
984' -00542
985'. -002968

034675 -029255 0.04159 -0.37382 0.33223 -0.14064 1.33167 -1.19104
035383 -029929 0.04021 -0.37749 0.33728 -0.1336 1.32486 -1.19126
037507 -032088 0.03569 -0.39447 &35877 -0.11431 1.34298 -1.22867
01678 -013812 0.0171 -0.33995 0.32285 -0.05641 1.29411 -1.23771

1986>.
I987'

-0 03588 0 23076 -0 19488 0.02412 -0.36118 0.33707 -0.07818 1.29376 -1.21558
-002383 001743 00064 0.00182 -0.28295 0.26113 0.00297 1.24976 -1.25273

4988 . -002484 003006 -000521 0.00297 -0.30033 0.29736 -0.00219 1.26831 -1.26612
-00187 005185 -003315 0.00682 -0.31193 0.38511 -0.01873 1.31123 -1.2925

- -002016 -004923 006939 -0.00659 -0.27375 0.26034 00426 1.28653 -1.32913
.'1991 -002173 -00753 009703 -0.01113 -0.25972 0.27085 0.06631 1.25193 -1.31824
'"i992 . -002683 -010843 013526 -0.01631 -0.24535 0.26166 0.09482 1.21964 -1.31446

.1993 -002269 -007707 009976 -0.01116 -0.27254 0.2837 0.06271 1.23208 -1.29479
'1994 -003114 -013452 016566 -0.01844 -0.25953 02il98 0.10033 1.22787 -1.3282

Annual average ' -0.10621j 0.404435 -0.29823 O05967 .0.41733 :0357663I 0.13897 .1.343157 .1.20419

Industry Wide Annual Average. '

4 * * * * * * 4

-'.37404 0. 8594 -0.6456 0..89107eJ!1 0.55198 -0 '923 1.23824 -1. 3459



Table5.3b. Long-run Morishima Substitution Elasticities of Input Demand

88

1ndusty 2011

im am1 0mk °km
S. 1973 1 60865 262723 00921 -004628 2.48854 0.97229

1974 1 8674 2 99904 0 33181 -0 1869 2.48033 0.94474
1975 142994 285268 027801 -024311 2.33156 1.17963
1978 268984 473038 132715 -097925 2.42398 1.06129

:4, ii....iiiiir
118949 296957 039067 -0.50898 2.06991 1.27109
0 97698 2 53305 021635 -0.26747 2.04923 1.2886
084126 233081 013176 -0.15189 2.04715 1.33766
076714 22738 011671 -0.13138 2.02571 1.37528"'1989 051124 177175 -00146 0.17403 1.96038 1.43454''1990 04556 17137 -002639 0.22755 1.96765 1.48565

1991 042478 15918 -005258 0.30734 1.95171 1.47435
1S92 0 41409 1 60906 -0 02854 0.28241 1.92002 1.47738

041806 159509 -003793 0.25452 1.92053 1.46454
1994

Annualmaverage
029699j
.218388

124535 -007733 0.52046 1.84314 1.46882
, .Z609656 . 0.284067 -0.16692j.. Z.15867 1.224348

"*4ndustry - ' mmS . '2013 - . . '... -

aim am! a/k a11 amk a
05415 121581 -027725 037168 186475 104599

0 54736 1 20956 -027081 0 35442 1 83479 1 01663
4t975 02869 092549 -023565 060318 176431 124177

.')44976 03209 092836 -025012 053843 1.71691 1.14589
034543 096159 -02479 0.50511 1.7146 1.12127

S1978, - 045017 115055 -022318 0.38994 1.76367 1.09032j1979 049653 122586 -021974 0.35817 1.80377 1.08749
046559 119975 -01968 0.34895 1.7455 1,08011
032016 099262 -019677 0.48634 1.67573, 1.1588

.t1982. 026238 094008 -01664 0.53842 1.6449' 1.21611
4983 020898 076556 -020926 0.67182 1.64664 1.22839
I984 . 017769 077045 -015513 0.69193 1.61751 1.2847

- i985 0 12678 0.61925 -0 14855 0.81278 1.58059 1.30525
m'.1g86 . 012356 059642 -015966 0.83103 1.58712 1.30389

013527 064723 -015494 0.81301 1.61518 1.32497
1988 012507 063841 -013955 0.843 1.62097 1.35634

. ,1989 010331 061316 -00971 0.88215 1.59241 1.39199
&. .499Ø 0 08626 0 57793 -007388 0.94366 1.59547 1.43533

..1991 006609 045118 -010229 1.03984 1.5933 1.42493
1992 005654 041951 -005003 1.05986 1.5294 1.42282
1993 006623 047654 -006261 1.00735 1.5465 1.41766
1994 003723 031011 -000119 1.16902 1.48032 1.44191

Annual avera.e 0143315 080161 -0.1654 0.69364 1.660652 1251935



Table5.3b. (Continued)

Note: Long-run Morishima substitution elasticities are computed form equation
(3.51).

89

industry 2016

01m ,ni °'kI O,flk 0'm
1973 067884 197947 -013193 027656 238796 157719
1974 0 62325 1 80331 -0 15483 0 31962 227777 1 49969
1975 0 27434 1 24419 -0 16623) 067809 2 08852 1 64794
1976 035328 1 35904 -0 17881 0.57097 210881 157673
1977 032885 1 30349 -0 17125 0.57881 2.05355 1.55345
1978 038818 138356 -018217 0.52053 2.08626) 1.51592
1979 040997 1 39132 -0 192 0.50753 2.09085 1.48888

037134 129443 -020186 0.55549 205178 1.47858
4981 026001 1 05151) -020843 0.71831 1.97825 1.50981

,.4982 0 18415 0.89289 -017418 0.81665 1.88372 1.52539
-1983 018147 089566 -01722 0.82485 1.89272 153905

- 017399 093305 -015048 0.82374 1,90728 1.5828
011354 070128 -014118 0.98223 1.82468 1.55997
0 12821 074679 -0 15407 0.95009 1.85095 1.56867

,1987 0.07249 050077 -012941 1.11713 1.74731 1.54541
007701 053084 -01342 1.11803 1.78308 1.57186
008255 057119 -013318 1.11717 1.82154) 1.60581'nc499Ø 005503 044883 -009967 1.22347 1.77198 1.61725
004871 040463 -009489 1.23925 1.73877 1.59517
004348 037167 -008132 1.25291 1.70591 1.5811
005726 044668 -010294 1.19309 1.74271 1.58251
004406 039369 -007149 1.25989 1.72507 1.60952

nua1 average . '0.225 493859 -Oi14667 0847473 -1.32703 1.561033'
rIndustry -2O17

aim am! '711c a!! ak,.1

94974' -

063251
055048

197258 -009221 0.22351 2.28831 1.56359
181066 -0.10314 0.27099 2.1848 1.53118

02183 120967 -011558 0.6608 1.98606 1.65218
1976. - 02847 136141 -010708 0.50624 1.97473 1.58296

025306 122595 -012297 0.57868 1.9276 1.55157
978 ' 033341 1 38821 -0 12145 0.45634 1.96599 1.51113

034952 1 46336 -0 10279 0.402 1.96815 1.51585
031912 140186 -009779 0.41889 1.91853 1.50163

- 0 18311 1 06316 -010186 0.66386 1.82888 1.54391
-.4i41982 009579 072057 -008644 0.89849 1.70549 1.52327

009475 073132 -007906 0.89197 1.70235 1.528
0.08989 0.76954 -0.06011 0.9078 1.73745 1.58745
0.04678 0.50775 -0.02673 1.09958 1.63406 1.56056'.1986 ' 0.05999 0.59194 -0.0423 1.0207 1.65495 1.55265.t987 0.02565 0.30038 0.0268 1.25912 1.53271 1.53386

.1988 0.0781 0.33038 0.02265 1.26091 1.56864 1.56348
.'-i11989 0.02552 0.36378 -0.00003 1.25934 1.62315 1.59761

0.01357 0.22453 0.06277 1.39852 1.56028 1.60947
.1991 0.01059 0.18442 0.08804 1.41527 1.51165 1.58909
1992 0.01052 0.13692 0.12164 1.44971 1.46499 157611
1993 0.01154 0.19548 0.0854 1.39455 1.50462 1.57849

t1994 0.0127 0.12501 0.13145 1.49386 1.48741 1.60618
AnnuaAverage 0.165878 0.821767 -0.03276 0.90596 1.760491 1.561653

Industry Wide Annual Average
aim am, a/k ak, cYk

0.463145 1.292898 -0.01519 0.570039 1.878129 1.399792



5.3 Capacity Utilization

Estimates of capacity utilization (CU) computed from equation (3.52) are

presented in table 5.4 for each of the four subsectors in the U.S. meat products

industry.

Figure 5.1 shows the trends in capacity utilization. In all subsectors. capacity

utilization fol]ows a declining trend from 1973 to 1975, followed by an increasing

trend from 1975 to 1979, then a declining trend after 1979.

In poultry and egg processing, the CU estimates are almost greater than one

during the entire study period, implying a continuous capacity shortage. In the

other subsectors, the CU estimates are less than one after 1982, implying a

continuous capacity excess. The relative constancy of our CU estimates over years

should be interpreted cautiously. The absence of capital adjustment cost in the

model may contribute to the constancy of CU measures, although we do not have

access to such adjustment cost data in the U.S. meat products industry at the SIC 4-

digit level.

On the other hand, deviations from unitary CU are not high. Comparing the

annual average of CU in each subsector, we note that sausage and other prepared

meat industry operates closest to its long-run equilibrium (CU=O.997432),

followed by poultry dressing (CU=O.99652), then meatpacking (CU=O.99007).

Poultry and egg processing remains farther from its long-run equilibrium

(CU=l .022996) than do all other three subsectors.
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TableS.4. Capacity Utilization in the U.S. Meat Products Industry

Note: Capacity utilization values are computed from equation (3.52).
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Figure5.1 Capacity Utilization in the Four Subsectors of the U.S. Meat Products Industry
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5.4 Estimates of the Short-run Dual Rate of Technological Change

Estimates of the short-run dual rate of techno logical change defined in section

(3.3.9) are reported in table 5.5. Figure 5.2 demonstrates the differences in the dual

rate among the four subsectors.

Figures 5.2 indicates a generally declining trend in the absolute value of the

short-run dual rate of technological change in all four subsectors. Indeed, table 5.5

reveals that, in meatpacking, the reduction in short-run total shadow cost resulting

from a one-year time change dropped from 0.77% in 1973 to 0.29% in 1994. Over

the same period, all remaining three subsectors also experienced a slow-down in the

rate of technological change. Specifically, from 1973 to 1994, the absolute value of

dropped from 1.08% to 0.53%, 0.92% to 0.52%, and 1.05% to 0.56% in the

other respective three subsectors. Even with these declining trends, the negatives of

the dual rates remain positive in the later years of the study period, indicating

continued technological progress. The declining trend tells us only that the speed

of technological progress has slowed down. The average rate of change in short-

run productivity (roughly the slope of the line connecting all of the A points) has

been most moderate in poultry dressing.

Figure 5.2 illustrates cross-subsector differences in short-run dual rates of

technological change. Meatpacking exhibited the lowest rates of technological

progress among the four subsectors. Poultry dressing experienced the second-
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lowest rates, except from 1986 to 1989. Comparing SIC and SIC 2017 during the

early years, we notice a small difference in rate of technological change in favor of

SIC 2013. However, from 1977 to the end of the study period. SIC 2017

maintained a slight advantage over SIC 2013. Overall, there has been a tendency

toward productivity growth rate convergence in SIC 2013, 2016. and 2017.

Specifically, the absolute values of the dual rate in SIC 2013, 2016, and 2017 came

very close to each other after 1987.



Table5.5. Estimates of Short-run Dual Rates of Technological Change

Note: 1) S,A is computed from equation (3.57);

2) 6A is in percentage form.
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Figure5.2 Short-run Dual Rates of Technologicla Change in the Four Subsectors of U.S. Meat
Products Industry
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5.5 Estimates of the Short-run Dual and Primal Rates of Productivity Growth

Table 5.6 provides estimates of the short-run dual and primal rates of

productivity growth defined in section (3.3.9). The first two columns in each

subsector give the short-run dual and primal rates of productivity growth- cciF

and e F
- which measure effects on total cost and output of a one-unit time

change when capital is held fixed. The third column gives the short-run cost

elasticity with respect to output. Figures 5.3a to 5.6b help to visualize the trends in

the short-run dual and primal rates of productivity growth in each subsector.

Figures 5.7a and 5.7b compare these measures among all subsectors.

Figures 5.6a, 5.7a, 5.8a, and 5.9a, and table 5.6, illustrate that cF has a trend

similar to ec
A

in each subsector, but that the magnitude of the absolute value of

C,F (0.747% on an industry-wide annual average) is smaller than that of SCIA

(0.743% on an industry wide annual average). Specifically, from 1973 through

1994, the absolute values of 8F decreased from 0.791% to 0.278%, 1.114% to

0.506%, 0.982% to 0.491%, and 1.117% to 0.560% in the four respective

subsectors. This can be explained by recalling that 6F =60A CU, and that CU is

relatively constant across time. If we had failed to take account of capacity

utilization, we would have over-attributed short-run dual productivity growth to
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technological progress in poultry and egg processing, and under-attributed in the

other three subsectors.

Figure 5.1 Oa reveals that cross-sector gaps in short-run dual productivity

growth rates share patterns similar to the cross-sector gaps in the short-run dual

rates discussed in last section. Some differences are, however, that the gap between

meatpacking and poultry dressing in s, '
became slightly larger in the early years

and slightly smaller in the late years, the pre-1975 gap between sausage and other

prepared meat and poultry and egg procesing in Er,' became smaller, and the post-

1975 gap in became larger. than that in e,4. These differences arise from

cross-sector differences in the CU estimates.

Comparison of each pair of figures (for example, 5.6a with 5.6b) of short-run

dual and primal rates of productivity growth shows that, in each subsector,

exhibits a declining trend similar to the trend in the absolute value of s,'.

Specifically, from 1973 to 1994, s,' ranges from 0.850% to 0.318%, 1.128% to

0.560%, 0.931% to 0.573%, and 1.043% to 0.589%, in the four respective

subsectors.

Cross-sector gaps in the short-run primal rate of productivity growth are

illustrated in figure 5.1 Ob, On average, the gap between SIC 2011 and 2016 and

the gap between SIC 2013 and 2017 are smaller than are the corresponding dual

measure gaps in figure 5.lOa.



TableS.6. Short-run Dual and Primal Rates of Productivity Growth
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Figure5.3a Short-run Dual Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Meatpacking
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figure5.4a Short-run Dual Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Sausages and Other
Prepared Meats Industry (SIC 2013)
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Figure5.4b Short-run Primal Rates of Productivity Growth in the US. Sausages and Other
Prepared Meats Industry (SIC 2013)
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Figure5.6a Short-run Dual Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Poultry and Egg
Processing Industry (SIC 2017)
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Figure5.7b Comparison of Short-run Prima' Rates of Productivity Growth in the Four Subsectors of
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5.6 Estimates of the Long-run Dual and Primal Rates of Productivity Growth

The long-run dual rate of productivity growth, measures the reduction in

total cost as input prices and output are held fixed, permitting capital to freely

adjust to its optimal level like all other inputs. Estimates of this measure, together

with the corresponding primal measure e and the long-run cost elasticity with

respect to output, are presented in table 5.7.

Figures 5.8a, 5.9a, 5.lOa, and 5.11a reveal that, in all four subsectors, the

proportionate reduction in long-run total cost from one year to the next fell sharply

between 1973 and 1975. The opposite trend was observed during the 1976 - 1979

period. From 1980 until the end of the study period, all subsectors saw a steady

decline in the productivity growth rate. Indeed, a declining trend prevailed in all

subsectors during the entire study period. Table 4.7 shows that, from 1973 to 1994,

the four subsectors experienced a decrease in the absolute value of e from

0.920% to 0.193%, 1.226% to 0.409%, 1.201% to 0.411%, and 1.313% to 0.551%,

respectively.

Comparing, for each subsector, the two figures showing long-run dual and

primal rates of productivity growth (for example, figure 5.11a and 5.11b), we find

that the two measures exhibited similar patterns. Holding conventional inputs

fixed, decreasing rate of output growth characterized the 1973-to-1975 period. An

increasing rate followed from 1976 to 1979. After that, a steadily decreasing rate
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was observed. Considered over the entire study period, the primal rate exhibited a

declining trend.

Compare now the long-run measures in table 5.7 with the corresponding short-

run measures in table 5.6. We find that the long-run measures are in absolute value

larger than the short-run ones in SIC 2013, 2016, and 2017. But the long-run

measures are. in absolute value, smaller than the short-run ones in SIC 2011. In the

long run, for example, the average annual reduction in total cost, holding input

prices. output. and pollution abatement expenditures fixed, was 0.536%. 0.8 18%.

0.770%, and 0.907% in the respective four subsectors, while in the short run, it was

0.562%, 0.813%, 0.760%, and 0.854%, respectively. The results for SIC 2013,

2016, and 2017 seem more plausible because firms can take greater advantage of

technical progress when they can adjust all production factors.

Figures 5.1 2a and 5.1 2b reveal that, during the entire study period, SIC 2011

had the lowest long-run productivity growth rate, while SIC 2017 had the highest.

SIC 2013 and 2016 fell, in this respect, in between, SIC 2012 showing only a slight

advantage over SIC 2016 in most years. Cross-sector gaps in productivity growth

rates have become smaller with the passage of time.



Table5.7. Long-run Dual and Primal Rates of Productivity Growth

Note: 1) se.,, L and ey,* are computed from equations (3.62), (3.63), and (3,64), respectively.

2) e,' and e are in percentage form.
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Figure5.lOa Long-run Dual Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Poultry Dressing Industry
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Figure5.lOb Long-run Primal Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Poultry Dressing
Industry (SIC 2016)
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Figure5.11a Long-run Dual Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Poultry and Egg
Processing Industry (SIC 2017)
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Figure5.11b Long-run Primal Rates of Productivity Growth in the U.S. Poultry and Egg
Processing Industry (SIC 2017)
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Figure5i2b Comparison of Long-run Primal Rates of Productivity Growth in the Four
Subsectors of the U.S. Meat Products Industry
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5.7 Estimates of Market Power

Parameter w in output supply equation (3.36) is estimated to be

-0.000002433. As explained earlier, the output demand slopes are restricted to be

-0.0000361, -0.0001216, -0.0002054. and -0.0008035 in the four respective

subsectors. Hence market power measures 0 computed as discussed in section

(3.3.11) are 0.06739. 0.02001. 0.01185, and 0.00303 in the four subsectors,

respectively. These measures are quite small, suggesting competitive pricing

behavior in the output markets of all four subsectors. The value in SIC 2011 is

the highest of the four, suggesting lower competitiveness in meat packing than in

the other sectors. The lowest o value is in SIC 2017, the poultry and egg dressing

industry.

5.8 Bias of Technological Change

The biases of technological change presented in table 5.8 give the changes in

factor shares induced by technical change in the short run. The corresponding long-

run measures are reported in table 5.9. Again, because of the quasi-fixity of capital,

technological change bias only in labor and material inputs can be studied in the

short run. In the long run, capital bias can be studied also.

I 23
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My short-run estimates presented in table 5.8 suggest that, on average,

technological change has been labor-saving and material-using in all four

subsectors. The annual increase in the share of labor induced by technological

change was 0.826%, 2.469%, 1.841%, and 3.361% in the respective four

subsectors, while the annual increase in the share ofmaterials associated with

technical change averaged 0.004%, 0.218%, 0.105%. and 0.198%. We can see that

the effect of technological change on the labor share has been substantially larger

than that on the material share. While in the other three subsectors a labor-saving

and material-using bias is observed over the entire study period, in the meat

packing, this is observed only from 1973 through 1984. During 1985 and 1986. on

the other hand, technological change was both labor- and material-saving in meat

packing. After 1986, this subsector exhibited labor-using and material-saving

technological change.

Turning to the long-run biases reported in table 5.9, we find that technological

change was material-saving and capital-using in all four subsectors during the

entire study period. Technical change was labor-using in SIC 2011 but typically

labor-saving in all other subsectors. The largest effect of technical change on input

shares was in the capital share in sausage and other prepared meats and poultry

dressing. On the other hand, the effect of technical change on labor shares has been

slightly larger than that on capital share in meat packing and poultry and egg

processing. Technical change has caused the capital share to increase at an average
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annual rate of 4.119%, 3.676%, 2.773%, and 2.777% in the four respective meat

products sectors.

In contrast to our short-run estimates, technological change in the long run has

been material-saving. Specifically, the annual technology-related rate of decrease

in the material share has averaged 0.575%, 0.383%, 0.424%, and 0.355% in the

four subsectors. respectively. This result may seem inconsistent with the generally

accepted view that technical progress permits an increase in the rate at which raw

materials be processed. But in the long run, when capital stocks change and more

efficient machines and processes are introduced, raw materials are processed with

less waste, so that less rather than more material is used to produce a given quantity

of output. In this sense, technical progress will save the use of raw material inputs.

Technological change in SIC 2013, 2016, and 2017 has been labor-saving, the

average annual bias rates being 1.26%, 1.00%, and 2.99%, respectively. SIC 2011

has differed from the other three subsectors in that it has exhibited labor-using

technological change, with an average annual bias rate of 4.31%.



TableS.8. Short-run Biases of Technological Change in the U.S. Meat Products Industry

Note: Short-run biases of technological change are computed from equation (3.69),

(. ,,Indutr.', 2013 2016........ 2017
Year .:,

flm" fiC /JC pG
[ 1973 -.", -003746 0002093 -003597 0.00475 -0.03107 0.002401 -0.0418 0.003203

1974, -00374 0002049 -003631 0.004604 -0.03042 0.002524 -0.04271 0.0033
E 1975 -003365 00018' -0038 0.004083 -0.02974 0.00181 -0.04479 0002412
I. 1976 -003409 0001604 -003704 0.004284 -0.02807 0.002041 -0.04935 0002901

:.1977. -00304 0001796 -003567 0.003821 -0.02984 0.002125 -0.04476 0.003012
1978 -002785 0001356 -003508 0.003735 -0.02683 0.002133 -0.04337 0.003215
1979 '; -002501 0001056 -003185 0.003495 -0.02443 0.002049 -0.04635 0.00304
1980 -00221 0000942 -003405 0.003433 -0.02276 0.001948 -0.04869 0.003102
1981 -0 01876 0 000637 -0 03387 0.003335 -0.02043 0.001659 -0.04603 0.002735
1982'; -001116 0000183 -003604 0.00297 -0.02332 0.001574 -0.04239 0.002742
1983 .. -001074 951E-05 -002459 0.002487 -0.02147 0.001386 -0.04131 0.002509
1984:2. -0 00834 -00001 -0 02961 0.002238 -0.02251 0.001 201 -0.04575 0.002169
1985,: -000326 -000044 -0025 0.001981 -0.01968 0.001058 -0.04185 0.002194

-000083 -000057 -002014 0.001683 -0.01691 0.000905 -0.03578 0.001924
1987 '' 0 002926 -000075 -0 01633 0.001017 -0.01328 0.00065 -0.02589 0.0014461988t: 0008724 -000103 -001336 0.000574 -0.01124 0.000386 -0.02527 0.001229
1989; 0005945 -000103 -0 01495 0.000399 -0.00948 9.22E-05 -0.0153 0.000804
199O 0008741 -000115 -001591 0.000292 -0.00805 -0.00017 -0.01431 0.000621
1991... 0 010928 -0 00136 -0 00924 0.000121 -0.00632 -0.00036 -0.01291 0.000528
1992 ..' 0 022734 -0 00186 -0 00808 -0.00028 -0.00437 -0.0006 -0.01103 0.000333j993;\ '.' 0028019 -000204 -000613 -0.00044 -0.00302 -0.00072 -0.01008 0.000207
1994 0031251 -000249 -000597 -0.00062 -0.00189 -0.00095 -0.00963 -3.1E-06

Annual average -000826 a83E-05 -0.02469 0.00218 -001841 :..;:20.001O52 :. -0.03361 0.001983

Industry Wide Annual Average
AC Ac

-0.02124 0.001313



TabIeS.9. Long-run Biases of Technology Change in the U.S. Meat Products Industry

Note: Long-run biases of technological change are computed form equation (3.72).

. Industry Q14 $2a - 2016 - 2017
year A 7C A IC

ft
k

ft TC
I ft

I(
ft

T(

k I m
ft

T(

k173 0009621 -00048 0046305 -001818 -00024 0.042347 -0.01336 -0.00626 0.02818 -0.02196 -0.00591 0.0291441974'. 0018786 -000486 0051144 -001782 -000247 0.043249 -0.01423 -0.00539 0.02919 -0.02514 -0.00504 0.029382
1976 0013145 000407 004727 002561 000198 0039677 002176 000323 0026248 003723 000285 0026502
1976 0058631 -O 00496 0055133 -002315 -0 00216 0.042383 -0.01857 -0.00378 0.027575 -0.03871 -0.00315 0.027949

0.060592 -0.0052 0057262 -002082 -0 0025 0.043219 -0.02033 -0.0036 0.028057 -0.03591 -0.00311 0.028534
0025665 000542 0047595 00187 -000301 0041 001673 00042 0028537 00323 000379 002921

197 0019348 000583 0043454 -001568 000352 0039537 001448 00045 0028885 003448 000394 0029006
0027392 -0.00591 0045776 -0.01751 -0.00347 0.040013 -0.01376 -0.00439 0.029058 -0.03747 -0.00377 0.029215
0047791 -000594 0047458 -0.02014 -0.00328 0.039081 -0.01328 -0.00388 0.028724 -0.03971 -0.00314 0.028268

19824:' 0 033886 -000583 0 042305 -0.02292 -0.00331 0.037845 -0.01606 -0.00344 0,028846 -0.03806 -0.00266 0.028965
1983 y:; 0 045147 -0 00591 0 042923 -0.01408 -0.0037 0.037927 -0.01467 -0.00364 0.028207 -0.03938 -0.00281 0.028636
1984 0 048888 -0 00583 0 041196 -0.01884 -0.00366 0.036117 -0.01598 -0.00375 0.026809 -0.04452 -0.00298 0.0270311985i 0 073375 -0 00611 0 041868 -0.01476 -0.00384 0.03604 -0.01298 -0.0036 0.027529 -0.04091 -0.00277 0.027806..i. 198'' 0057251 -000612 0039625 -0.01085 -0.00417 0.035667 -0.01094 -0.00393 0.027112 -0.03918 -0.0031 0.027633

'< .1981 w 0 045465 -0 006 0.036221 -0.00788 -0.00452 0.03482 -0.0063 -0.00388 0.028772 -0.03345 -0.00294 0.028609
1988 .- 005113 -000606 0034875 -0.00543 -0.00473 0.033796 -0.00505 -0.00406 0.027561 -0.03304 -0.00317 0.027415i989 '&" 0 040016 -000582 0032419 -0.00647 -0.00477 0.032389 -0.00381 -0.00419 0.026338 -0.01964 -0.00353 0.026245
1990 . 0036269 -00057 0030025 -0.00684 -0.00478 0.030717 -0.00115 -0.0042 0.02648 -0.01641 -0.0035 0.026145,'1991', 0041605 -0006 0030668 -0.00096 -0.00514 0.031331 0.001024 -0.00449 0.027225 -0.01385 -0.00371 0.026616
1992 0062426 -000639 0030933 0.001859 -0.00545 0.031151 0.003412 -0.00478 0.027744 -0.01236 -0.00391 0.0269031993 ... 0 056866 -0 00664 0 030192 0.002402 -0.00568 0.030427 0.00362 -0.005 0.026836 -0.01291 -0.00417 0.026203
1994 . 0075103 -000713 003144 0.005111 -0.00583 0.030016 0.005589 -0.00504 0.026104 -001128 -000421 0025443

Annual Average 0.043111 -0.00575 0.041186 .-0.0126 -000383 0.036761 -000999 -000424 0.027728 -00299 -0.00355 0.027766

InUstry Wide Annual Average
ftlC

J

-0.00235 -0.00434 0.03336



5.9 Policy Implications

These results suggest a number of implications for tax and regtulatory policy

in the meat products industry. First, despite the somewhat concentrated nature of

this industry, there appear to be no evidence of monopoly or oligopoly power

exertion. That is, output pricing conforms closely to the competitive standard.

Hence, there is little evidence that government anti-trust action is warranted, except

as might be necessary in some local areas.

Second. although plant and firm sizes in the meat products industry have been

growing, economies of size in both the short-run and long-run have been rising

also. These two conclusions imply that the short-run and long-run average cost

curves have, through technological change, been steepening or shifting to the right

as time has passed. This conclusion suggests in turn that therre is some room for

plant and firm growth in this industry consistent with increasing efficiency. Once

again, little argument can be adduced in favor of anti-trust action in the meat

products sector.

Finally, the steady decline in productivity growth rates in this sector raises

questions about the future competitiveness of the U.S. industry relative to its

foreign competitors, especially as trade restrictions continue to fall. Policy makers

and analysts need to consider whether the growth rate decline is influenced by the

growth of the regulatory burden in U.S. industry and by higher tax rate. If so,
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attention will have to be given to easign these burdens in the future.
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APPENDIX A: Variables in the SIC 4-Digit NBER Productivity Database

YEAR year (1958-94)

SIC 4-digit SIC code, 1972 SIC definitions

EMP total employment (000)

PAY total employee compensation ($000,000)

PRODE number of production workers (000)

PRODH hours of production workers (000,000)

PRODW compensation of production workers ($000,000)

VADD value added ($000,000)

MATCOST cost of material inputs ($000,000)

INVENT end-of-year inventories ($000,000)

INVEST new capital spending ($000,000)

ENERGY energy expenditures ($000,000)

CAP real capital stock (start of year, 1987 $000,000)

EQUIP real stock of equipment (start of year, 1987 $000,000)

PLANT real stock of plant (start of year, 1987 $000,000)

PISHIP shipments deflator (1987= 1)

PIINV deflator for INVEST (1987=1)

PIEN energy deflator (1987= 1)

V SHIP value of shipments ($000,000)

PIMAT materials deflator (1987=1)
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APPENDIX B: List of Food Processing Industries at S1C1972 4-Digit Level

20 Food and Kindred Products

201 Meat Products

2011 Meatpacking plants

2013 Sausages and other prepared meats

2016 Poultry dressing plants

2017 Poultry and egg processing

202 Dairy Products

2021 Creamery butter

2022 Cheese, natural and processed

2023 Condensed and evaporated milk

2024 Ice cream and frozen desserts

2026 Fluid milk

203 Preserved Fruits and Vegetables

2032 Canned specialties

2033 Canned fruits and vegetables

2034 Dehyd. fruits, vegetables, soups

2035 Pickles, sauces, salad dressings

2037 Frozen fruits and vegetables

2038 Frozen specialties

204 Grain Mill Products

2041 Flour and other grain mill products

2043 Cereal breakfast foods

2044 Rice milling



2045 Blended and prepared flour

2046 Wet corn milling

2047 Dog, cat, and other pet food

2048 Prepared feeds

205 Bakery Products

2051 Bread, cake, and related products

2052 Cookies and crackers

206 Sugar, Confectionery Products

2061 Rawcane sugar

2062 Cane sugar refining

2063 Beet sugar

2065 Confectionery products

2066 Chocolate and cocoa products

2067 Chewing gum

207 Fats and Oils

2074 Cottonseed oil mills

2075 Soybean oil mills

2076 Vegetable oil mills, nec.

2077 Animal and marine fats and oils

2079 Shortening and cooking oils

208 Beverages

2082 Malt beverages

2083 Malt

2084 Wines, brandy, and brandy spirits

2085 Distilled liquor, except brandy
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2086 Bottled and canned soft drinks

2087 Flavoring extracts, syrups

209 Miscellaneous

2091 Canned and cured seafoods

2092 Fresh or frozen packaged fish

2095 Roasted coffee

2097 Manufactured ice

2098 Macaroni and spaghetti

2099 Food preparations
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APPENDIX C: Derivation of Reciprocals of the Output Demand Slopes

Using the U.S. demand elasticities for selected foods reported in Tomek and

Robinson (1990), we assume that the demand elasticity (er.) for the red meat

industries (SIC 2011 and 2013) is 0.66, and for the poultry industries (SIC 2016

and 2017) is 0.55. Observe that

amY aYP=--,amP ÔPY

the reciprocal of the output demand slope can be expressed as

aP-1P
aY - SYP Y

(Al)

In computing , we use the sample means of P and Y in each of the four

subsectors.

Recalling output demand equation (3.35), we restrict the parameters as

follows:

a1 -0.000036l;

a1 +a12013 -0.000l2l6;

a1 + a2016 = -0.0002054;

a1 + a12017 = -0.0008035.
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